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CHAPTER 1

SECTION I

ACE-S/C DESCRIPTION

1-1. ACCEPTANCE CHECKOUT EQUIP-
MENT-SPACECRAFT SYSTEM
DESCRIPTION.

L-2. The Acceptance Checkout Equipment-
Spacecraft (ACE-S/C) is an advanced, inte-
grated checkout system that provides cen-
tralized, programmed control of spacecraft
checkout operations. Bothindependent space-
craft systems testing and integrated system
testing are possible. Large quantities of
test data can be processed and displayed in
real time, as well as recorded for later
analysis, with a relatively small staff of
engineering personnel.

1-3. Specifically, the ACE-S/C station
performs the following functions:

a. Provides the operator controls and
data processing facilities necessary to con-
trol spacecraft test stimuli equipment.

b. Processes, displays, and records
spacecraft parameter data derived from the
spacecraft ground and flight telemetry
systems.

c. Provides self-check and calibration
capability for itself and related equipment.

L-4. The ACE-S,/C gaound station equipment
may be divided into two functional data-chain
groupings: the Command Equipment and the
Data Recording and Display Equipment. Fig-
ure 1-1 shows the simplified block diagram
for the ACE-S/C equipment at all sites. The
Command Equipment is comprised of those
units that form the communication path over
which all test commands and sequences (in
digital form) are generated and transmitted

to the spacecraft. Verification of receipt of
these commands i.s transmitted from the
spacecraft area, back through the command
system, to the ACE-S/C station. Test re-
sult data from the spacecraft test area is
received (in digital form) by the Data Re-
cording and Display Equipment which pre-
sents this data for evaluation.

1-5. COMMAND EQUIPMENT.

1-6. Test commands may be initiated at
various system control consoles by setting
switches on units called Selection-To-Activate-
Random-Testing (START) modules. The
setting of these switches provides digital
command inputs to the Command Computer.
The result of a test command may vary, de-
pending upon the test to be performed. Cer-
tain commands ean result in the performance
of individual event functions (speciflc relay
on/off. actions). Other commands can initiate
computer subroutines that control sequences
of events and/or various analog operations
in the spacecraft.

L-7 . The testing of each functional space-
craft system is controlled from an associ-
ated system control console. The following
functional systems are tested:

a. Environmental Control System.
b. FueI Cell and Cryogenics System.
c. Electrical Power System (A).
d. Power and Sequential System.
e. Electrical Power System (B).
f. Guidance and Navigation System.
g. Stabilization and Control System.

1-1
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h. Service Propulsion and Reaction Con-
trol System.

i. InstrumentationSystem.
j. Communications System.
k. Aeromedical System.
m. Thermo Structures Facilities.

1-8. Each system control console operates
simultaneously with, and independently of,
the other system consoles. Each has a vari-
ety of test command capabiiities necessary
for complete checkout of a particular space-
craft system. In order that the Command
Computer may systematically process each
of the many parallel inputs from these con-
soles, a unit called the Communications Unit
Executor (CUE), operating essentially as a
commutator, interrogates each START mod-
ule on all of the system control consoles in
sequence. These interrogations occur at a
high scanning rate. Therefore, to the indi-
vidual console operators, there is no per-
ceptible deiay in their individual test pro-
cedures. When an interrogation determines
that a command input exists at a particular
START module, the scanning process ceases
momentarily while the CUE transfers the
digital command to the Command Computer.

L-9. The computer interprets and acts upon
each command from a START module. Cer-
tain commands may instruct the computer to
modify memory. Other commands may re-
quire some action to occur in the spacecraft.
In the.latter case, the computer formulates
a digital command message for transmission
to the spacecraft. The digital command mes-
sage, which is generated by the computer in
a parallel format, is converted into serial
format by a Data Transmission and Verifica-
tion Converter (DTVC) and transmitted to the
spacecraft over a coaxial hardline link.

1-10. At the spacecraft location, the mes-
sage is received and stored in registers in a

Digital Test Command System (DTCS). The
message is then decoded and applied to ana-
log and relay command modules where the
proper stimulus is generated and transmitted
to the spacecraft.

1-11. Verification of the command message
is achieved by redundant transmission from
the DTVC to the DTCS. A bit:by-bit com-
parison is made of the redundant words. In
addition, checks are made of each message

Chapter 1 Section I

to determine whether it contains a lega1 ad-
dress. A verification reply message, con-
taining the results of the foregoing checks,
is transmitted from the DTCS back to the
DTVC. The delivery of a command message
to the Command Computer and the verifica-
tion of proper transmission from the
computer to the spacecraft are indicated to
the control console operator by appropriate
lamps on the START modules.

1-12, DATA RECORDING AND DISPLAY
EQUIPMENT.

1- 13. Spacecraft performance and status data
is monitored by sensors coupled to Airborne
Checkout Equipment, carry-on Ground Check-
out Equipment, and Ground Service Equipment.
Most of the measurements are commutated,
converted to digital format, interleaved, and
transmitted in serial pulse-code-modulated
(PCM) form over a hardline link to the data
acquisition equipment in the ACE-S/C
station. A small portion of the data is
frequency-modulated (FM) and transmitted
over a separate hardline link.

L-L4. At the ACE-S/C station, the data is
received by the data acquisition equipment.
The Data Acquisition and Decommutation
Equipment (DADE) sy,nchronizes on the in-
coming serial PCM bit stream, decommu-
tates the data, provides an address for each
event and analog data word, and presents
them for parallel transmission. The FM
data is recorded directly on wideband mag-
netic tape and an oscillographic recorder.
The analog and event words, derived from
the PCM data, follow three paths when they
leave the decommutator.

1-15. One path (addresses are not included)
goes to the Display Computer where selected
portions of the data are processed" This
processing includes comparison of analog
data with predetermined limits, and the con-
version of this data into engineering units.
A binary word representing the value of the
data in engineering units is transferred into
a memory in a Symbol Generator and Storage
(SGS) Unit. The SGS uses these words to
generate alphanumeric character display
signals (analog) for application to control
console CRT displays. These alphanumeric
characters appear in t'paget' form on the con-
sole displays. The particular page of data

1-2
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to be displayed at any console is selectable
by the console operator. When a parameter
has been determined by the computer to be
out of limits, the intensity of the character
representing the parameter will be caused to
flucfuate at a low rate (i. e. , the character
will appear to biink).

1-16. The second data path transfers the
digital data to the Decommutator Distribution/
Event Storage and Distribution Unit (DD/ESDU) .

This unit accepts the datawords and, in the
case of event data, stores each bit (repre-
senting an event) in an appropriate location
in storage registers, The outputs of the
storage registers, connected to indicator
lamps and/or event recorders on the control
consoles, cause the event lamps andrecorders
to indicate when an event has taken place.
The analog data words are fed via the de-
commutator distribution circuits of the
DD/ESDU to all of the control consoles in
parailel. When an address decoding circuit
within a console recogrizes its particular
address in these data words, it transfers the
data portion of the word via a storage regis-
ter to a digitat-to-analog (D/A) converter in
the console. The output of the D/A converter
drives meters or analog recorders located
on the console.

NOTE

The MILA site contains aeromedical
displays which operate from analog
data that is received and processed
identically to that described above.
The primary difference in the aero-
medical display and other analog dis-
plays is in the display devices.

l-17. The third data path transfers digital
and analog data to the Event Distribution,
Recording, and Patching Unit and then to
roll-chart recorders in the Computer Room.
The digital data is processed in a manner
similar to the DD/ESDU.

1-18. Additional signals called Pulsed Inte-
grating Pendulum Accelerometer (PIPA) sig-
na.l.s are received fromthetest bay equipment.
These signals are received from PIPA signal
generators in the test bay. The PIPA signals
are routed over a hardline from the test bay
to the PIPA circuits in a command and dis-
play console of the ACE-S/C equipment. The

Chapter 1 Section I

PIPA circuits detect phase differences and
phase changes between the input PIPA signal
and a reference signal generated from re-
constructed clock signals received from the
DADE. The phase differences and changes
are displayed on a PIPA oscilloscope.

1-19. SWITCHING EQUIPMENT.

L-20, The Switching Equipment consists of
patching, switching, and power groups. This
equipment provides fast, accutate, reliable
switchover of the various major equipment
groups within ground stations at a given site.

L-21. The information presently included in
this manual is primarily oriented toward the
ACE-S/C Switching Equipment installed at
MILA. Much of the discussion, however,
applies to the Switehing Equipment installed
at NAA, GAEC, and MSC. The Switching
Equipment at each of these locations will
contain similarities with the equipment at
MILA; therefore, the MILA equipment will
be considered typical of ail sites. Where
differences exist between Switching Equip-
ment at various locations, they are appro-
priately noted.

1-22, The MILA ACE-S/C Switching Equip-
ment consists of four units: the Systems
Patch Terminal Unit 245, Switching Unit 240,
Switching Power Unft 22A, and Backup Power
Unit 233. At all other sites the functions
performed by both the Switching Power Unit
and the Backup Power Unit at MILA are con-
tained within a single Switching Group Power
Supp1y Unit 247.

l-23. The units of the ACE-S/C Switching
Equipment perform three functions :

a. Interface signal processing and
patching.

b. ACE-S/C signal switching.
c. Generation of Switching Equipment

a-c and d-c power.

L-24. Figure 1-2isanoverall block diagram
of the MILASwitchingEquipment. Test signals
from 14 of the MILA spacecraft test areas are
supplied to the Systems PatchTerminal Unit
via the A2A Data TransmissionSystem and
hardlines. The A2A Data Transmission Sys-
temis used over distances of 4 to 22 miles and

the hardline is used to carry data from areas
6500 feet orless from the ACE-S,/C stations.
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NOTE

The A2A Data Transmission System is
located at MILA only.

L-25. The incoming test area signals are
modified in order to provide signal leveIs
and characteristics for acceptance by the
ACE-S/C station equipment. The Systems
Patch Terminal l]nit contains atlenuators,
amplifiers, equalizers, and patching panels

for uplink (stimulus) and downlink (response)
signal matching and patching to the Switching
Unit. Ten of the 14 MILA spacecraft test
areas available at the input to the Systems
PatchTerminal Unit are selected and patched
on wideband pairs, multi-conductor coaxial,
triaxial, or audio cables tothe SwitchingUnit.

L-26. The Switching Unit provides switching
control of the 10 selected MILA test area
signals to the ACE-S/C stations. Theswitch-
ing Unit contains relay racks, impedance
matching amplifiers, and control panels.
Four control paneLs, containing indicator
lamps and pushbutton switches, provide
switching control between: (1) MILA test
area and ACE-S/C Computer Rooms,
(2) Computer Rooms to Control Rooms,
(3) CUE to Control Room/Computer Room,
and (4) DCCU to Control Room/Computer
Room. These control panels provide the
capability for switching up to five ACE-S/C
stations to the ten MILA test areas and up to
five Computer Room/Confuol Room, CUE,
and DCCU combinations. At MSC, only two
control panels are provided. The first of
these panels provides switching control be-
tween the MSC test areas and the ACE-S/C
Computer Rooms. The second control panel
provides switching control between (1) Corn-
puter Rooms to Control Rooms, and (2) CUE

to Control Room/Computer Room.

1-27. SWITCHING UNIT 240.

7-28. The Switching Unit permits four dis-
crete grcoups of cables, from as rnany as five
separate ACE-S/C ground stations, to be ap-
propriately connected within a station or
cross-connected between stations. The
Switching Unit located at MSC permits three
discrete groups of cables, from two sep-
arate ACE-S/C ground stations, to be ap-
propriately connected within a station or
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cross-connected between stations. Each
group of cables is connected by means of a
pushbutton control panel which activates
reed-relay switches. The following four
functional cable groups may be connected to
the appropriate termination points within an
ACE-S/C station or cross-connected to sim-
ilar terminations at any of four other
ACE-S/C stations:

a. Cables which carry signals to and
from spacecraft test areas and are routed
between the Systems Patch Terminal Unit
and an ACE-S/C station Computer Room.

b. Cables which link an ACE-S/C Con-
trol Room to an ACE-S/C Computer Room.

c. Cab1es which insert a selected CUE
Unit between a previously selected Computer/
Control .Room combination.

d. Cabies which insert a selected DCCU
between a previously selected Computer/
Control Room combination. (Not at MSC,
as no DCCU is supplied for this site. )

1-29. At all sites except MSC, there are
four control unit panels located on the
Switching Unit, one for each of the four
switched cable groups. At N{SC, only two
control unit panels are provided: one con-
trol unit panel for the Test Areato Computer
Room cable group and one dual-function panel
that serves both the Control Room to Com-
puter Room cable group and the CUE to Con-
trol Room/Computer Room cable group.
Each control unit panel contains pushbutton
switches arranged in a maf,rix format to per-
mit selection of any switching permutation
of the respective cable group.

1-30. The Computer Room to Control Room
control unit panel contains 25 pushbuttons
arranged in rows and columns of five each
(5 x 5). The equivalent control unit panel
pushbutton matrix for MSC contain 4 push-
buttons arranged in rows and columns of two
pushbuttons each (2 x 2). Bach pushbutton
contains a two-digit number to indicate the
switching configuration that may be achieved
by depressing that pushbutton. The first
digit on each pushbutton indicates the Control
Room selected while the second digit desig-
nates the Computer Room to which the other
end of the cable group will be terminated.
This two-digit nomenclature is a standard-
ized switching matrix designation, where
the first digit always represents the row,
and the second denotes the column.
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1-31. SUPPORT SYSTEMS.

t-32. There are several systems whichform
an integral portion of the ACE-S/C station,
but cannot be categorized as portions of the
Command, or Data Reeording and Display
Equipment. These include the Timing Sys-
tem, the Status Display System, and Switch-
ing Equipment.

1-33. TIMING SYSTEM. The Timing Group
provides real-time signals for the use of the
two computers and the various recorders.
These time signals also drive walI time dis-
plays. In addition, the Timing Group supplies
countdown-time signals to the eomputer and
wall clock displays.

L-34. STATUS DISPLAY SYSTEM. The
Status Display System consists of go/ho1d

switches located on the command and display
consoles for reporting the test operation
status to the Test Conductor. The controls
on the consoles are connected to a display
panel on the Test Conductor Console that
displays indications of test countdown hold
conditions.

1-35. CONTMAND qqIJIP\4ENr
DESCRIPTION.

1-36. A11 commands are initiated by posi-
tioning switches on START modules. The
modules are plug-in units and are located in
varying numbers on the system control con-
soles. There are three distinct types of
START modules: R START modules provid-
ing for manual control of discrete events;
C START modules providing for manual se-
lection of computer subroutines and the
parameters required by the subroutines; and

a single K START modttle providing for man-
ua1 and automatic means of inserting infor-
mation into the spacecraft Apo1io Guidance
Computer (AGC). Figure 1-3 shows the
Command Equipment at all sites except MILA
and figure 1-4 shows the Command Equip-
ment at MILA.

I-37. R START MODULE.

1-38. The R START (relay START) module
contains four pushbutton function switches,
an execute (XEQ) pushbutton, andappropriate
lights to indicate the status of the switches
and of the module. The function switches
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provide the means to select the specific
discrete events desired, and the XEQ switch
initiates the sequence resulting in their oc-
currence. Each module controls the occur-
rence of four discrete events (e. g. , individ-
ual relay action at the spacecraft) by providing
a logic 1 or 0 from each function switch.
The presence or absence of a 1 is established
by the on or off condition of the function
switch.

1-39. C START MODULE.

L-40. The C START (computer communica-
tion START) module includes ten 12-position
switches that provide the means to select a
specific command function" Each individual
switch position provides a toiil-bit aiffi

com Thus, the
T 40-bit mes

w c instructs computer to
specific operations (and also may provide
parameters for these operations) and in-
structs the computer in the disposition of
the results. The C START panel also in-
cludes status indication of the switches, an
XEQ pustrbutton to initiate the transmission,
and appropriate lights to indicate the mod-
ule status.

L-4I. K START MODULE.

L-42. The K START (keyboard START) mod-
ule may be operated either manually (using
a keyboard) or automatically (using a perfo-
rated tape reader). The keyboard provides
18 pushhutton switches. Depressing any one

of these switches initiatesffi
of a five-bit wortl-Td=ffleEGC. The module
pen-effider control
switches. These switches provide for auto-
matic sequences of binary words from the
tape or manual sequencing, including both
forward and reverse steps. A visual tape
character readout display is provided. Ap-
propriate display lights on the panel indicate
the status of the module and of various events
within the AGC.

L-43. COMMUNICATIONS UNIT
EXECUTOR.

L-44. The primary function of CUE is to
control the two-way communication path be-
tween the test operators and the Command

t-7



Computer. To accomplish this control func-
tion, CUE sequentially interrogates all
START modules in a repetitive fashion. The
depression of an XEQ pushbutton (R START
or C START) or a K START keyboard push-
button results in interruption of CUE when it
reaches that point in its cycle. CUE, under
control of the computer, receives the com-
mand data and addresses from a START
module and transmits the data and addresses
to the computer. address .as at
this is used for ses
b and the co ter

transmission to the computer is
in two ways. If the_d.ala*rs-

from an R START the data
be asa
par data is from a
e START-or"KS-TART, the data and address
will be transferred to the computer as four
consecutive 12-bit words in parallel format.

l-45. When instructed by the computer, the
CUE transmits verification replies to certain
lights on the START modules. In the event
of a failure, and when instructed by the
computer, the CUE will dispiay malfunction
codes on a maintenance panel enabling the
CUE operator to isolate the cause of failure.

I-46, COMMAND COMPUTER.

1-47 . The Command Computer receives the
address data words from the CUE and per-
forms the required processing. Data from
an R START or K START is encoded into a
24-bit message which includes the required
address for processing at the spacecraft
Iocation. Usualiy, C START data instructs
the computer to perform preprogrammed
subroutines, the results of which may or may
not be transferred out of the computer.

l-48. The output of the computer is one or
more 24-bit messages presented to a DTVC.
Each 24-bit message is transmitted by the
computer as two successive 12-bit words in
parallel format. The computer selects one
of three DTVCrs, depending on whether the
message is intended for external, carry-on,
or service-equipment, DTCS.

L-49. If the Command Computer receives
verification of proper message delivery from
the DTVC, the CUE is instructed to indicate
verification on the appropriate START module
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panel. Should the verification reply indicate
malfunction, the computer will retransmit
the message a predetermined number of
times - each time waiting for verification of
proper message delivery. Should the final
reply still indicate failure, the computer
will branch into a malfunction isolation
subroutine.

1-50. DATA TRANSMISSION AND VERI-
FICATION CONVERTER.

1-51. The DTVC is a two-way communica-
tor and a parallel-to-serial and serial-to-
parallel converter. All computer input/
output communications are in parallel format,
but all transmissions to and from the DTCS
at the spacecraft test area are in serial
format.

L-52. The Command Computer sends a
24-bit message to the DTVC. This message
is sent in the form of two successive l?-bit
parallelwords. TheDTVC sends each 12-bit
segment twice, in a serial format. Thus, the
output of the DTVC is a 48-bit serial mes-
sage, providing 100 percent redundancy of
the originaL 24-bit message received from
the computer.

1-53. After transmission of the message,
the DTVC receives a 12-bit verification
reply from thd DTCS. The DTCS transmits
this word twice, forming a 24-bit input to
the DTVC. The DTVC reads the first 12

bits into a register and then performs a bit-
by-bit comparison with the second 12 bits to
assure proper reception.

l-54. The DTVC checks the verification
reply to determine if the transmission was
valid. The Commancl Computer is then in-
formed of the results of this test.

1-55. DIGITAL TEST COMMAND SYSTEM
(DTCS). (This is not a part of the ACE-S/C
ground station.)

1-56. A single DTCS in its maximum con-
figuration will contain one Receiver-Decoder,
thirty-two baseplates, and one Guidance and
Navigation Buffer Unit. Thethirty-twobase-
plates are divided into four groups of eight
baseplates each. Each baseplate can contain
four plug-in type modules. The plug-in
modules provide system capability to be

1-B
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expanded or contracted to meet particular
checkout requirements. Conventional relay
and latching relay modules provide program-
mable relay closures. Voltage mode digital-
to-analog converter (VMDAC) modules pro-
vide programmable voltages. Each analog
module contains one digital-to-analog con-
verter, while each relay module contains
sixteen relays.

7-57 . The DTCS receives the first 24-bit
word from the DTVC and assembles the first
12 bits in half of" a 24-position register. It
then compares the remaining portion bit by
bit to check redundancy. The second 24-bit
word of the command message is received
and the first 12 bits are assembled into the
remaining spaces in the register. A bit-by-
bit redundancy check is then performed. If
either redundancy check fails, the register
is cleared and a verification message, coded
to indicate transmission error, is transmitted
back over the uplink line to the DTVC.

1-60. The Receiver-Decoder performs the
first step of address decoding and accord-
ingly selects one of the four groups of base-
piates, or the Guidance and Navigation (G&N)
buffer unit. If the G&N buffer unit is se-
lected, the remaining message bits are sent
to this unit which transfers the proper data
into the spacecraft onboard Apollo Guidance
Computer. If one of the baseplate groups is
selected, the remaining message bits are
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sent to all baseplates in this group for fur-
ther decoding.

1-61. A baseplate group may contain as
many as eight baseplates. Only one base-
plate can accept the message as addressed,
and decode the message further to select
one of the modules installed on the baseplate.
The selected module will accept the remain-
ing bits for further decoding.

L-62. There are two types of modules
mounted on the baseplates - aD/A converter
module and a relay module. Any baseplate
can contain up to four modules with any
combination of the two types, or all four bf
a single type.

1-63. lf a D/A converter module is selected,
8 data bits will be transferred to a buffer
memory which exercises control over one

digitai-to-analog converter. A second trans-
mission from the Uplink Computer provides
8 duplicate bits which are compared with
those from the first transmission" If com-
parison is exact the first 8 data bits will be
converted to the indicated positive or nega-
tivc voltage level as a spacecraft stimulus.
II thc comparison is not exact, the data bits
are not converted and a coded verification
reply is sent to indicate the comparison
failure, and the Receiver-Decoder is reset
to accept new words. It should be noted that
a verification message is also returned for
a valid trans m is s ion .

1-64. If a relay module is selected, it will
decode the message further to select one of
four subgroups of relays controlled by the
module. Four data bits will be transferredto
a buffer memory of the subgroup which ex-
ercisescontrolover four relays. A second
transmission from the Uplink Computer pro-
vides four duplicate data bits whicharecom-
pared with those from the first transmission.
if the comparison is exact, the first fourdata
bits are shifted from the buffer memory
which causes the four relays to react to the
data bits, with a 1 causing latchanda 0 caus-
ing unlatched. If the comparison is not exact,
the data bits are not shifted and a coded ver-
ification reply is sent to indicate the com-
parison failure, and the Receiver-Decoder is
reset to accept new words. It should be
noted that a verification message is also re-
turned for a valid transmission.
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1-58. If a successfuI redundancy check is
completed, decoding of the message address
is begun. Decoding is accomplished at sev-
eral levels. At each leveI, a number of dis-
crete bits is examined to determine which of
several alternate routes the remaining mes-
sage bits are to follow. Decoding begins with
the more significant address bits. In each
case, the decoded l:its are dropped, and only
the remaining bits of the word are trans-
mitted to the next lorver level.

1-59. At each level of decoding, the validity
of the address is determined. In every case,
there are fewer valid addresses than the
total which the number of bits would permit.
If the decoded portion of the address is found
invalid, decoding ceases, and a coded veri-
fication reply is sent to the DTVC to indicate
the level of decoding at which the error was
detected.
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1-65. RECORDING AND DISPLAY EQUIP-
MENT DESCRIPTION.

1-66. The Recording and Display Equipment
provides for receiving, recording, and dis-
playing the spacecraft performance param-
eters and other data necessary for complete
checkout of the spacecraft. This system is
made up of the spacecraft and spacecraft vi-
cinity equipment (not a part of ACE-S/C
Ground Station) , Data Acquisition and De-
commutation Equipment, Data Processing,
Alphanumeric Display Equipment, and Ana-
log and Event Recording and Display Equip-
ment. Figure 1-3 shows the Recording and
Display Equipment at all sites except MILA
and figure 1-4 shows the Recording and Dis-
play Equipment at MILA.

1-67. SPACECRAFT AND SPACECRAFT
VICINITY EQUIPMENT.

1-68. Test data is obtained from sensors in
the spacecraft (permanently installed), in the
carry-on equipment (which is removed prior
to flight), and in the GSE. Data obtained
from the permanently instailed spacecraft
sensors is identical to that which is trans-
mitted by the flight telemetry system and is
called airborne (A/B) data.

1-69. The majority of data is converted to
serial PCM format and transmitted to the
ground station over hardlines. Certain data
(e.9., the outputs of vibration sensors),
which is required in raw form, is frequency
modulated and transmitted to the gror;nd
station over a separate hardline.

1-70. The flight telemetry system contains
the si condi cgr,rgnLulgllql1, en-
codi ti equipment
NECES sary to conver sensor ou ts

L-71. The o GSE sensors are
fed to a unit as the SE

L-72. These three PCM outputs (A/8,
caruy-on, and service equipment) are fed to
an interleaver which combines the PCM in-
puts into a single, interleaved (I/Ll, serial
PCM output and transmits this to the ground
station over a hardline at a rate of 2!.4, B

kilobits per second The PCM, in ad-
to being inter leaved with o S

also its original rate
second) to 9f,ound

station over a separate hardline.

1-73. PCM rrS
SE AS For the ana-

1-74. DATA ACQUISTTION AND DECOM-
MUTATION EQUIPMENT (DADE).

l-75. The DADE group provides for acquir-
ing, recording, synchronizing, decommuta-
ting, and distributing the data transmitted
from the spacecraft vicinity. The three data
lines (A/8, I/L, and FM) are routed to this
equipment group through a Terminal Facility
PatchLroard. This equipment g::oup is made
up of the Video Distri Ta e Tran

on M eco S,

E t Group, and Mae.netic Tape
Re9?_19".

1-76. VIDEO DISTRIBUTION AND TAPE
TRANSPORT CONTROL UNIT. The three
incoming data lines are initially terminated
at the Video Distribution and Tape Trans-
port Control Unit which provides patching
and switching to route the data to the desired
decommutator, discriminator, and Magnetic
Tape Recorder and Reproducer. The data
is routed as follows:

a. A11 data is routed to wideband mag-
netic tape recorders.

b. The FM data may be routed to dis-
criminators and then to an analog recorder.

c. The A/B PCM data is routed to the
two decommutator units.

d. The interleaved stream of. A/8,
carry-on, and service equipment data is also
routed to both decommutator units.

I.77. PCM DECOMMUTATORS 1 AND 2.
The decommutator unitprovides the processing

t

t
adaJrter,-.*-
e4-codrng,
to colv6r
put, called service equipment PCM

L-12

D

same sensors.

performs

PCM out-

word represents. a

on
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b. Compare any given word or words to
determine whether the.data falls within
predetermined limits, and flag out-of-limit
conditions.

c. Compute the average of a block of
words and retain this average for output
display.

d. Convert data into engineering units,
both linear and quadratic functions, using
curve techniques.

e. Convert data and place in proper for-
mat for alphanumeric CRT display.

7-82. DATA TRANSMISSION. (A1I sites
except MSC.) The DTVC converts each
lz-bit word to serial format and transmits it
rgdundantly as a 24-bit SqX1-aI message to a

'--%

DCCU. The DCCU assembLes the first 12

bits into a register and then compares the
second 12 bits with the first 12 bits to check
redundancy. If the redundancy check is suc-
cessful, the DCCU transmits the 12-bit word
in parallel format to an SGS Unit. The DCCU
has the capability of preventing transmission
to the SGS if the redundancy check fails.

NOTE

Due to shorter transmission distances
at MSC, no DTVC-DCCU link is re-
quired between the SGS and the Dis-
play Computer.

1-83. SYMBOL GENtrRATOR AND STOR-
AGE UNIT. The SGS Unit receives the coded
words from the DCCU. The 12-bit words,
each representing two display characters,
are stored in memory locations according
to received instructions and addresses. The

it ate
sufficient to write al
at st mes second.

1-84. The character repertoire of the SGS

allows display of ail alphanumeric charac-
ters together with a set of special symbols.
AIso incorporated is the capability to cause

b

inlo a TEift register,
shifted through f6-e*r egister, frame syn-
C is established. ame
sync S ation s es-

At this po

ofe
s pres

put along with the appropriate programmed
address. A de is also pre-
:sented at utator output. de-

tator ESSES)is
routed to the Alphanumeric Display System
via the Decommut ator / Cotnputer Interface
Unit and Display Computer, and (with ad-
dresses) to the Event and Analog Data Dis-
iplay System.
I

i

it-za. ALPITANUMERIC DISPLAY
SYSTEM.

\-79. The Alphanumeric Display System
furnishes the primary displays for monitor-
ing analog measurements and certain event
occurrences. It provides at a single location
the capability of simultaneously viewing 24

lines of data presented in decimal numbers
and engineering units on the screen of a
CRT. Switching capability on the display
module permits the callup of 40 separate
data tabulations, each of which has a l2-Iine
capacity. Suitable function and page identi-
fication are also displayed. This display
system includes data processing, symbol
generation and storage, and CRT display
equipment.

and
1-81. Operating under program control, the

out- computer provide s a series of 1*2-:b.it,coded
wgrds which include display da&i-dfiaracter

"db"., 
address, and aJdbcibted instructions.

These 12-bit wbrds are transmitted in paral-
1eI format to the DTVC. At MSC the f2-bit
#
words are transmitted directly to the SGS.

1-80. DATA PROCESSING. Data from the
decommutators is routed to the Downlink
Computer through module.
This data is stored in two blocks mem- entire content
ory. While one block of data is being stored
in one location, the computer processes
data in the other block. The primary oper-
ations which the computer must perform
in processing the downlink data include the
following:

a. Assemble the data into proper word
length and format for display on CRT's.

1- 13
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characters to blink on the CRT screen when
so instructed by the computer. This blinking
indicates an out-of-tolerance condition.

1-85. Memory allocations in the SGS are

character
one a top and one at the bottom of the
page. Upon demand, the SGS will provide
the proper signals to cause the contents of
any top half-page and any bottom half-pageto
appear on the screen of the requesting CRT.
Any given half-page can be selected by as
many as 20 CRTrs simultaneously.

1-86. CRT MODULES. The CRTrs utilized
for the Alphanumerie Display System are
10-inch, electrostatically deflected devices.
The modules include controls for selecting
any top half-page and any bottom half-page
of the 20 pages of data stored in the SGS

for simultaneous display. In addition, the
CRT module includes controls for focusing,
brightness, horizontal and vertical gain and
centering, and an on/off switch.

1-87. Any given half-page display contains
12 lines of identified data in decimal num-
bers and engineering units. In addition, a

single top (or bottom) line provides page
identification.

1_88. ANALOG AND EVENT DISPLAY
SYSTEM.

1-89. All data words fromthedecommutator
are applied to the decommutator distribution
section of the DD/ESDU. This portion of
the unit acts as a distribution amplifier,
providing one 21-line output to the event
storage and distribution section and one 21-
line output to each console.

1-90. EVENT DATA DISPLAY. Event data
words are selected from intermixed analog
and event data words received from the de-
commutator disf,ribution circuits in the Event
Storage and Distribution lJnit of the DD/ESDU.
This selection (by address recognition) and
the storage location of each event bit is
predetermined by the selection and arrange-
ment of plug-in logic modules within the event
storage and distribution circuits.

1 i.
.:.. '.I

i1
Itl
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1-91. The ESDU will select and store 150
event words, eachof which consistsof eight
discrete event functions (a total of 1200
events). The event words are gated into
registers wi.thin the ESDU. The output of
each bit position in a register represents
the status of a specific event (whether it has
or has not occurred).

l-92. The outputs of the storage
arerouted to a atch
The tching at
di

the
theeach

ous conso S per mits
spec locations.

q are re-
corders and/or lamp drivers (in the consoles)
which cause event lamps to light.

1-93. Event modules are located on the
various system control consoles. The front
panel of an event module contains 24 lights
arranged in three vertical rows of eight
lights each. Each light is equipped with a
colored lens marked to identify the event
function. These lenses are replaceable,
should it be desired to change the display.
A lamp test switch on the module tests the
function of a1l lamps simultaneously.

1-95. ANALOG DATA DISPLAY SYSTEM.
The intermixed analog and event data words
from the decommutator distribution circuits
of the DD/ESDU are routed to all system
control consoles. Each control console has
address selection circuits that select the
analog data words to be displayed at that
particular console. The addresses selected
by each console are determined by plug-in
modules in the console.

1-96. These address logic circuits decode
the address portion of analog data words
to gate the data portion of the word into a

L.L4

sufficient to provide for display of 20

of data, a page consisting of
two

L-94. Event Recorders are utilized to pro-
vide permanent records of events where the
time and/or duration of events Are desired.
Two types of Event Recorders are used: a

32-channel recorder providing a continuous-
write, deflection-type presentation; and a
100-channel recorder providing a write/
no-write indication of eventstatus. Bothre-
corders have paper-speed controls and each
will accept time code signals.
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storage register. The storage register is
connected to aD/A converter that operates
a meter or a pen on an analog recorder. In
some consoles, the data to be displayed on

Chapter 1 Section I

a particular indicator can be selected from
as many as four different addresses. This
address selection is controllable by means
of a switch on the console front panel.

1-15
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L_97, GENERAL DESCRIPTION.

1-98. The MILA ACE-S/C peripheral equip-
ment (figure 1-4) provides blockhouse and
Launch Control Center (LCC) equipment to
monitor spacecraft checkout progress during
launch operations. This equipment is an

integral part of the launch control equipment,
and as such, provides one portion of the
range firing link.

1-99. The peripherai equipment performs
five major functions:

a. Provides displays of spacecraft sys-
tem readiness, and progress of mission
countdown milestones, and allow the Space-
craft Test Conductor and his assistant to
monitor the results of spacecraft testing
during the lar.rnch countdown and thus deter-
mine whether the spacecraft is ready for
launching.

b. Provides the controls and displays
necessary for the Spacecraft Test Conductor
to monitor the status of the LEM, CSM, launch
and mission milestones, and to ascertain
that the spacecraft condition is satisfactory.

c. Provides displays of astronaut res-
piration and heart rate that ailow the Aero-
medical Representative to monitor the physi-
cal reactions of the flight crew.

d. Provides control of all communica-
tions between the flight crew and ground
personnel connected with the mission.

e. Provides the required interface be-
tween the Launch Vehicle Computer and the
ACE-S/C ground station Display Computer
to enable the interchange of spacecra-ft test
results befi.veen the computers.

1-100. Iiradditionto the major functions out-
lined above, the peripheral equipment provides
a television display of the launch area to the
Spacecraft Test Conductor. Generation and
control of countdown timing signals is also a
function of the peripheral equipment.

Chapter 1 Section II

1-101. HARDLINtr DATA TRANSMISSION
.

L-102. The ACE-S/C peripheral equipment
is connected to the ACE-S/C ground station
by the MILA telecommunications hardlines.
Various ,signals are received and transmitted
through this system, including:

a. Video signals to drive CCTV displays.
b. Serial digital data associated with the

Spacecraft Computer-Launch Vehicle Com-
puter Interface Unit.

c. FS tone signals to operate status and
event displays.

d. FM tone signals for aeromedical ana-
log display and recorcling.

e. Pulse-width-modulated CW-range
countdown-time signals .

f. Voice communications.

1-103. Thetelecommunication lines are
terminated at the blockhouses and LCC by
the Hardline Data Transmission Termination
Equipment. This equipment acts as the cen-
tral externai distribution point for signals
from and/or to the control and display equip-
ment, the Spacecraft Computer-Launch
Vehicle Computer Interface Unit, and the
support equipment in the LCC or blockhouses.

L-104. DATA D]SPIAY AND CONTROL
trQUIPMENT

1-105 . The Data Display and Control Equip-
ment consists of display and recording mod-
ules mounted in consoles, units that supply
signals to the modules, and console controls
that are part of the range firing link.

1-106. This equipment monj.tors spacecraft
checkout status during countdown to provide
the Spacecraft Test Conductor in the launch
control area with the basis for a go,/irotd

decision.

SECTION II

ACE-S/C MILA PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION

1-16
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.1-107 . The displays are described in three
categories: status and event displays, aero-
medical analog displays, and alphanumeric
displays.

1-108. STATUS AND EVENT DISPLAY.

1-109 . FStone signals, representing status
and event indicators, are received from the
ACE-S/C ground stations via the Hardline
Data Transmission Termination Equipment.
These signals are applied to tone receivers
in the Signal Receiving Equipment via a
patchboard and the resultant binary pulse
outputs are routed to status and event indi-
cators on the various consoles.

1-110. The frontofthe status panel in each

console contains indicator lights grouped by
function (e.9., CSM, LEM, milestones, etc.).
Each light is equipped with lenses engraved
to identify the event or status function. Each
light is equipped with a lamp test switch to
verify the operational condition of the
indicator.

1-111 . AEROMEDICAL ANALOG DISPLAY.

l-1L2. FMtone signals, representing astro-
naut respiration and heart action, are re-
ceived from the ACE-S/C ground station via
the Hardline Data Transmission Termination
Equipment. These signals also go to the
Signal Receiving Equipment, where they are
applied via a patch panel to discriminators.
The analog signal output of the discriminators
is applied via a patch panel to the Aeromedical
Recorder, the Cardioscope display, and the
Cardiometer in the Aeromedical Console.

1-113. AEROMEDICAL RECORDER FUNC-
TIONS. The Cardiograph Recorder is a two-
channel, hot-styius recorder that provides a

display and permanent record of heart pulse
and/ or respiration analog signals.

1-114. CARD]OSCOPE DISPLAY FUNCTIONS.
The Cardioscope Display Unit is an oscillo-
scope providing four simultaneous traces
(displays) of heart pulse analog signals. Four
sweep rates are selectable to allow detailed
examination of one pulse, or displays of
several pulses.

1-115. CARDIOMETER FUNCTIONS. The
Cardiometer periodically samples heart pulse

Chapter 1 Section II

counts. The resultant count is displayed on
projection-type numeric indicators.

1-116. ALP}IANUMERIC DISPLAY
EQUIPMENT.

1-LL7 . The Alphanumeric Display Equipment
comprises a DCCU, an SGS, and CRT dis-
plays in various consoles. This equipment
provides a display of selected data from an

ACE-S/C ground station Display Computer.

1-118 . DCCU FUNCTIONS. The DCCU re-
ceives Lz-bit serial digital data words via
the Hardline Data Transmission Termination
Equipment. The 12-bit words are sent re-
dundantly to the DCCU, that is, each word
is sent twice. The DCCU loads the first
word into a register and compares the sec-
ond word with the first to check redundance.
If the redundance check is successful, the
DCCU transmits the 12-bit word in parallel
to the SGS Unit.

1-119. SYMBOL GENERATOR SYSTEM
FUNCTIONS. The SGS Unit receives the
l?-bit word from the DCCU. The words are
decoded, and the data is stored in memory
locations in accordance with received instruc-
tions and addresses. The content of the
memory is updated once per second, and the
memory is scanned at least 30 times per
second to refresh all CRT displays.

l-720. The charactel repertoire ofthe SGS

consists of all alphabetic and nurneric char-
acters together with a set of special symbols.
The unit also has the capability to cause se-
lected characters to blink on the CRT screen
when the data they represent is out of preset
Iimits. This blink function is controlled by
instructions frorn the ACE-S/C Display
Computer.

L-L21. Memorycapacityinthe SGS is suffi-
cient to provide for the display of 20 pages of
data. (A page consists of 24 lines of 40 char-
acters each, plus two lines, one at the top
and one at the bottom of the page, of 32 char-
acters each.)

1-L22. CRTMODULE FUNCTIONS. The
alphanumeric display monitors provide a

display of the data from the SGS on lO-inch
CRT's. Controls are provided on the front
panel of the monitors to select any of the 20

1-18
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top and botLom half-pages of SGS data for
simultaneous display. In addition, controls
are included for adjusting focus, brightness,
horizontal and vertical gain, and centering.

1-123. GSB-GSE FUNCTIONS.

l-724. The GSE-GSE Equipment provides
both display and control functions. Power
from the peripheral equipment power sup-
plies is supplied via control closures on GSE

relays in various areas, through the Signal
Receiving Equipment, to certain of the indi-
cator lamps in the console status and event
panels. These indicators provide the status
of selected general range operations (i. e. ,

not directly associated with spacecraft
checkout).

L-125. Inaddition, twokey-operated arming
switches are provided on the Test Conductor
Console that are serial elements in the GSE

range firing link. These switches are actu-
ated by the Spacecraft Test Conductor when
the spacecraft is in a "go" condition.

L.-L26. 4CE pPA9pCRAFT -COMPUTER-
LAUNCH VEHICLE COMPUTER
INTERFACE UNiT.

l-L27. The Spacecraft Computer-Launch
Vehicle Computer Interface Unit provides
the facility for the data interchange between
the Launch Vehicle Computer located in the
blockhouses or the LCC and the ACE-S/C
Display Computer located in the Manned
Spacecraft Operations (MSO) Building. The
three primary functions performed by the
interface unit are: serial-to-parallel con-
version, data transmission verification, and
message format conversion.

1-128. The serial-to-parallel conversion is
necessary because data is transmitted from
the MSO Building to the blockhouses in serial
form and the Launch Vehicle Computer input/
output circuits are designed to handle data in
parallel form. The data transmission verifi-
cation is performed to ensure the validity of
the data transmitted over the telecommunica-
tion system and to avoid errors introduced
by noise inherent in such systems.

t-129. The ACE-S/C Display Computer in-
put/output circuits are designed to handle
data in 12-bit parallel form while the Launch

Chapter 1 Section II

Vehicle Computer input/output circuits op-
erate with a 24-bit parallel word format.
To accomplish the data interchange function,
the interface unit operates in two modes,
depending on the direction of data flow be-
tween the two computers.

1-130. TIMING EQUIPMENT FUI.{CTIONS.

1-131. Government Furnished Timing Equip-
ment is located in the blockhouses and LCC
and operates in conjunction with the MILA
peripheral equipment. This equipment pro-
vides a common countdown time reference to
various personnel and equipment engaged in
launch countdown checkout activity at vari-
ous locations tlroughout the launch area.
The Timing Equipment consists of the cir-
cuits necessary to generate coded electrical
signals suitable for transmission via the
telecommunications system to other facilities
such as the ACE-S/C ground stations in the
MSO Building. The Timing Equipment is
controlled by the Assistant Spacecraft Test
Conductor by means of a countdown time
control panel located on his console. Signals
generated by the Timing Equipment are used to:

a. Display the countdown time in terms
of hours, minutes, and seconds on numeric
displays.

b. Identify the time that spacecraft test
data is recorded on strip charts and mag-
netic tapes.

c. Serve as a time interval reference
for the computers used as a part of the launch
control and checkout operation.

L-132. To accomplish the flrnctions outlined
above, the Timing Equipment generatesthree
types of time code signals: a serial pulse-
width-modulated 1-kc signal designated Modi-
fied IRIG B, a serial 1-pps pulse-width-
modulated signal designated AMR B-1, and
a parallel seven-line code. The Modified
IRIG B code is trarsmitted through the tele-
communications system to time code trans-
lating equipment in other facilities for con-
version to signals compatible with computer
equipment and recording and display devices.

1-19

1-133. The AMR B-1 code is routedto the
Aeromedical Representative Console where
it serves as a time base for the Cardiometer
and is recorded on the Aeromedical Analog
Recorder for reference purposes. The seven-
line code is routed to the Test Conductor
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Console, Assistant Test Conductor Console,
and Astronaut Communicator Console where
it is used to operate numeric countdown time
displays.

1-L3.4. TNTERCOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM
FUNCTIONS.

1-135. The lntercommunications Systempro-
vides RF voice and telephone communications
within the ACE-S/C equipment, between the
blockhouse and the flight crew, and befiveen
the blockhouse and MSC Houston, Texas.
The Intercommunications System contains
three types of control units: a Dual Opera-
tor Unit, Test Conductor Unit, and a Switch-
ing and Control Unit. The Dual Operator
Unit is located throughout the ACE-S,/C equip-
ment in the MSO Building. The Test Conduc-
tor Unit is located on the Test Conductor
Console, Unit 12, and the Switching and Con-
trol Unit is located on the Astronaut Com-
municator Console, Unit 11. All communi-
cation between the flight crew and the block-
house during final countdown is monitored
and controlled at the Astronaut Communica-
tor Console Switching and Control Unit. Tele-
phone communicatlons between the blockhouse
and MSC Houston, Texas, are also controlled
from this console.

Chapter 1 Section II

1-136. CCTV SYSTEM FUNCTIONS.

1-137. The CCTV System provides monitor-
ing of operations in test areas, launchstands,
and/ or spacecraft structures during preflight
checkout. The control and selection of a
particular test area and TV monitor is per-
formed at the OTV Central Control Distribu-
tion and Switching Equipment. This switch-
ing equipment controls the selection and op-
eration of remote cameras such as close-up,
zoom, etc. Requests for a particular cam-
era or the switching to different test areas
to be monitored is performed from the con-
soles via communication with the switching
equipment operator.

1-138. .Two rack-mounted CCTV monitors
are located on the Astronaut Communicator
Console, Test Conductor Console, and on
the Assistant Test Conductor Console, Units
LL, 12, and 13 respectively. The TV moni-
tors are 8-inch transistorized broadcast
monitors employing plug-in modular circuits.
Video then is fed through an isolation network
either directly to a TV monitor or to a num-
ber of monitors connected in series (video
looping). The video sigual thenisterminated
at the rear of the unit through a switch and a
75-ohm terminating resistor. Monitor opera-
tion controls are located behind a hinged
front panel of each monitor.

7-20
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CHAPTER 2

SYSTEM UTILIZATION

SECTION I

ACE-S/C STATION UTILIZATION

2-L, ACE-S/C APPLICATIONS.

2-2. ACE-S/C systems are being installed
at four locations. At the facilities of North
American Aviation, Downey, California, the
ACE-S/C systems will be used for subsystem
and integrated system testing of the Apollo
Command Module and Service Module during
the various stages of assembly and checkout.
The Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corpora-
tion (GAEC), Bethpage, New York, will use
the system for similar testing of the Lunar
Excursion Modu1e (LEM). At the Manned
Spacecraft Center (MSC), Houston, Texas,
the testing of the spacecraft, both manned
and unmanned, in simulated space and lunar
environments will be aceomplished. At the
Merritt Island Launch Area, the complete
range of subsystem and integrated system
testing will take place. This test cycle spans
from receipt of the spacecraft modules,
through spacecraft and launch vehicle mating,
and the final prelaunch checkout (see figure 2-1).

NOTE

2-3. It is evident that a wide variety of tests
are performed and that these tests are ac-
complished in a number of different areas.
The magnitude of spacecraft checkout re-
quirements is emphasized in figure 2-2 which
illustrates a test cycle for the spacecraft
Environmental Control System. The ACE-
S/C system is capable of meeting these di-
verse requirements because of its great
flexibility and its ability to control a wide
variety of test commands and monitor a vast
number of test results.

2_4. PREOPERATIONAL PLANNING.

2-5. Each using activity, such as North
American, Grumman, etc., is to plan the
test operation in detail. In planning a test
operation, the using activity selects the
ACE-S/C Control Room(s) to be used, the
specific equipment applicable to the particu-
lar test operation, and outlines the test se-
quence. From this general test operation
outline, the operational checkout procedures
and computer programming requirements
are generated.

2.6. OPERATIONAL CHECKOUT
PROCEDURES.

2-1

Detailed checkout activities are in the
planning stage. All plans are continu-
ally reviewed and modified in accord-
ance with engineering requirements,
equipment modifications, etc. Fig-
ures 2-1 and 2-2 are provided as an

aid to understanding the general flow
of the spacecraft through the MILA
checkout cycle. They do not refl.ect
firm program planning and should not
be so interpreted.

2-7. The measurements to be made, test
limits and parameters, specific display de-
vices and records, and the test sequence are
spelled out in the operational checkout pro-
cedures document. The information con-
tained in this document is in the form of
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step-by-step operating procedures and
defines:

a, The START modules to be used to
enter a test command.

b. The specific test commands to be
generated.

c. The display devices used to monitor
each test result.

d. Measurement parameters.

2-8. The Operational Checkout Procedures
(OCPrs) are used by the operators as the test
operating procedure. All operator informa-
tion necessary to conduct a test is contained
in the OCP generated for a specific test.
See figure 2-3 for typical OCP pages.

2-9. TEST OPERATION PROGRAMMING
REQUIREMENTS.

2-L0. To generate the required Command
and Dispiay Computer programs and the ap-
propriate decommutator prograrns, computer
programmers must be provided with detailed
information concerning the specific command
functions assigned to various control con-
soles, measurement limits, display devices
to be used for the various measurements,
etc. This information is provided to the
programmers in the test operation program-
ming requirements document. This docu-
ment is in the form of punched cards and de-
fines the configuration of the ACE-S/C equip-
ment, and the content of the computer and
decommutator programs.

z-LL. COMPUTER PROGRAMMING

2-I2. Upon receipt of the programming re-
quirements, the programmers generate an
assembly program. This assembly program
is used to assembie the test operation pro-
gram by calling up existing routines and sub-
programs from a master file or program
library tape. This method of program as-
sembly presupposes the existence of the re-
quired routines or subprograms. These
routines and subprograms are generated as
the need arises and are filed in the master
file or library tape.

2-13. PROGRAM LIBRARY. A central pro-
gram library of official ACE-S/C computer
programs, subprograms, and subroutines is
maintained. The library is located at the
MSC, Houston, Texas, and is operated by the

Chapter 2 Section I

General Electric Company under the direc-
tion of NASA. A11 programs to be used at
an ACE-S/C faciiity are originated, validated,
and distributed by the central program
library. The program library contains a
master card file for each program. This
file is reproduced into master program mag-
netic tapes. From these tapes, a working
Iibrary tape is prepared.

2-L4. LIBRARY TAPES. The library tape
contains all programs, subprograms, and
subroutines in common use at a specific
ACE-S/C facility. Provisions are made to
replace, insert, or delete routines from the
library tapes during all phases of operation,
including test preparation, checkout, and
spacecraft test operations.

2-L5. STATION CONFIGURATION AND
CHECKOUT.

2-L6. Prior to any test operation, the ACB-
S/C equipment must be prepared for opera-
tion and tested to ensure that it is properly
configured and operational. Configuring the
station requi.res that the General Electric
site support personnel be provided with de-
tailed information concerning the equipment
to kre used during the test and the specific
display and recording devices to be used to
monitor each measurement and event. This
station configuration in-formation is compiled
by the headquarters support personnel at
Daytona Beach through use of data process-
ing techniques. The station conliguration
documents consist of a patch instruction list
and a patch configuration list.

2_L7. PATCH INSTRUCTION LIST.

2-18. Each of the Control Room consoles
to be used during a test operation must be
patched to route the analog and event data to
the display and recording devices dictated by
the test operations and programming require-
ments documents. In addition to the consoles
in the Control Room, the DD/ESDU and cer-
tain units of Computer Room equipment must
be patched. Instructions for patching this
equipment are generated automatically
through use of a computer.

2-19. Computer programmers at the head-
quarters activity process the programming
requirements cards in a general-purpose

2-4
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computer. The computer produces the patch
instruction listing that contains the display
routing addresses and the exit and entry hubs
to be patched on each equipment patchboard.
The listing is printed in a numeric order that
allows the patchboards to be wired beginning
at the center of the board and working out-
ward to the edges, thus making for an ef-
ficiently patched board.

2-20. PATCH CONFIGURATION LIST.

2-27. To meet the mean-time-to-repair re-
quirement, maintenance personnel rnust be
provided with accurate, detailed, and cur-
rent documentation of the analog and event
data paths through the system. Again, this
is accomplished through use of data process-
ing techniques. The programming require-
ments cards used to generate the patch in-
struction list described above are used in a
similar manner to produce the patch config-
uration list. This list contains the equipment
reference designations for all of the signifi-
cant test points the maintenance personnel
need to trace the patch of any analog or event
signal through the equipment. Use of this
form of documentation enables rapid isolation
of malfunctions.

2-22. PREOPERATIONAL TESTING.

2-23. In addition to patching the equipment
for a specifi.c test operation, magnetic tape
and chart paper must be loaded on the vari-
ous recorders, the recorders and FM Dis-
criminators must be calibrated, etc. Once
all equipment is properly configured and cali-
brated, the system is tested to ensure that
the equipment functions properly for the test
to be accompiished.

2-24. Special test tapes are used to simulate
test data to the display portion of the system.
The tapes are loaded on one of the magnetic
tape transports and data is patched to the in-
put of the decommutators. The decommuta-
tors function just as they would during actual
s)rstem operation. Display results are rnoni-
tored on the display equipment and compared
to known performance standards.

2-25. Prior to loaling the command test
operation program, a special checkout pro-
gram is loaded into the Command Computer

Chapter 2 Section I

arrd the data entry equipment is tested. Test
operation commands are entered into each
START module and the resultant data trans-
mission is printed out by the Command Com-
puter typewriter. The operational command
program then is loaded and the command
portion of the system is ready for operation.

2-26. SPACECRAFT TEST ACTIVITIES.

2-27 . During a typical spacecraft test, the
Test Conductor Console is manned by the
Chief Test Conductor, the Spacecraft Test
Conductor, the Test Project Engineer, and
the ACE-S/C Conftol Room Engineer. The
control consoles for each spacecraft system
are manned by the lead engineer for that sys-
tem at the low console, and an engineer for
the system at the high console.

2-28, Just prior to the start of the test, all
test engineers log the console elapsed-time
meter readings, perform a pretest prepara-
tion checklist (turn-on, initial control set-
tings, etc.) and report their condition of
readiness to the Spacecraft Test Conductor.

2-29. The Spacecraft Test Conductor notes
the readiness reports and orders the start of
the test, recording the start time. The test
operation then proceeds in accordance with
sequentia-I instructions listed in the OCP for
that test. Most of the test stimuli are initi-
ated by the test engineers at the high con-
soles, who perform their tasks ulder the
instructions of the lead engineers responsible
for each spacecraft system test. The overall
test effort is coordinated by the Spacecraft
Test Conductor. The necessary control and
coordination are accomplished by means of
the intercommunication and go/hold status
control equipment.

2-30. More detailed information concerning
the use and operation of Control Room console
equipment is given in Chapter 3 of this manual.

2-3L. POST-TEST ACTIVITIES.

2-32. At the conclusion of a test, all ro11-
chart recorders are recalibrated to deter-
mine whether the validity of the recorded
data is affected by long-term drift. The
equipment is then shut down in accordance
with step-by-step deactivation procedures

2-7
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in the OCP. Each console operator records
the reading of the console elapsed-time meter
in the consoleequipmentlog. The Spacecraft

Chapter 2 Section I

Test Conduetor records the completion time
of the test, and other pertinent data such as

total run time, total hold time, etc.

2-8
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2-33. E
E

2-34. The ACE-S/C MILA peripheral equip-
ment is installed at various launch complexes
at MILA to provide integration of spacecra-ft
checkout operations with overall space ve-
hicle checkout during the final stages of pre-
launch testing. The equipment provides a

display of status, event, and test summary
data necessary to coordinate and supervise
spacecraft checkout.

2-35. PREOPERATIONAL PLANNING.

2-36. Since the peripheral equipment oper-
ates as an integral portion of the ACE-S/C
equipment during prelaunch checkout, pre-
operationai planning is a part of the overall
planning for ACE-S/C. Refer to paragraph
2-4 tn Chapter 2 of this manual for details.

2-37. EQUIPMENT CONFIGURATION AND
CHECKOUT.

2-38. Prior to prelaunch checkout opera-
tions, the peripheral equipment must be
patched properly and tested to assure opera-
tional capability. The patching and testing
of this equipment will necessarily be a part
of the overall ACE-S/C equipment prepara-
tion described in paragraph 2-L5, Chaptnr 2,
of this manua-l.

Chapter 2 Section II

2-4L. Just prior to the start of the test, all
console operators log the console elapsed-
time meter readings, perform a pretest
preparation checklist (turn-on, initial con-
trol settings, etc.) and report their condition
of readiness to the Spacecraft Test Conduc-
tor. The Spacecraft Test Conductor, in turn,
reports the readiness condition of the space-
cra-ft test crew and equipment to the Block-
house Test Supervisor.

2-42. Once the checkout operation is under-
way, the Spacecraft Test Conductor and As-
sistant Spacecraft Test Conductor monitor
the progress of spacecraft checkout and co-
ordinate spacecraft checkout with overall
countdown operations. The Aeromedical
Representative maintains a continuous sur-
veillance of the physical reactions of the
flight crew, and the Astronaut Communica-
tor provides all communication with the
flight crew.

SECTION II

ACE-S/C MILA PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT UTILIZATION

PE L 2-39. SPACECRAFT TEST ACTIVITIES.
NT

2-40. During prelaunch checkout operations,
the Test Conductor Console is manned by the
Spacecraft Test Conductor, the Assistant
Test Conductor Console by the Assistant
Spacecraft Test Conductor, the Aeromedical
Console by the Aeromedical Representative,
and the Astronaut Communicator Console by
the Astronaut Communicator.

2-9
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3-1. INTRODUCTION.

3-2. Chapter 3 presents a description of
various panels and subassemblies located in
the Control Room and operated by the control
console operators and the Test Conductor.
The description of these various panels and
subassemblies is limited to a general dis-
cussion of controls and indicators. Specific
application of panels and subassemblies will
be determined by the test operating instruc-
tions at each particular site.

3-3 EVENT MODULE OPERATION.

3-4. The event modules provide the means
to indieate the occurrence of discrete events
(within the spacecraft) to the control console
operators. These modules (figure 3-L) con-
tain three rows of eight indicators eaeh, pro-
viding a capacity for displaying up to 24
events. The indicator lamps light when the
particular events associated with those lamps
have oecurred. The LIGHT TEST switch is
provided to verify that a1l of the indicator
lamps are operating properly.

3-5. R START MODULE OPERATION.

3-6. The R START module is one of the sub-
assemblies used to control operations in the
test bays. Entering a test operation com-
mand into the R START module causes the
Command Computer to transmit a command
(or series of commands) to the spacecraft
test area.

Chapter 3 Section I

3-7. Some test operation commands entered
at the R START modules cause the computer
to issue a single command, calling for one
action such as a relay closure. Other test
operation commands cause the computer to
issue a series of commands, calling for a
series of actions at the test area. The com-
puter issues the series of commands through
use of a subroutine.

3-8. Each R START panel (figure 3-2) con-
tains four R START modules. The controls
Iocated on the R START modules, and their
functions, are described in the following
paragraphs.

3-9. FUNCTION SWITCHES.

3-10. Each R START module contains four
function switches; they are bistable push-
button switch indicators. Each switch indi-
cator is divided into upper and lower halves.
The Iower half is manually controlled and
illuminates red to indicate an entry of a bi-
nary 1; the upper haU is computer controlled
and illuminates white to indicate transmis-
sion (and verification) of a binary 1. Press-
ing any function switch that is on will turn
the lower half off, whiie depressing any
function switch that is off will turn the lower
half on.

CHAPTER 3

CoNTROL ROOM EQUTPMENT OPERATION

SECTION I

ACE.S/C STATION EQUIPMENT OPERATION

3- l-

3-1_1. XEQ/SEAL SWITCH.

3-L2. The XEQ/SEAL switch is a split-
le gend, momenta ry - contact, pushbutton switch
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Figure 3-1. Event Module Panel
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indicator. The upper half (XEQ) lights green
to indicate an R START command is being
processed by the Command Computer. The
lower half (SEAL) lights red to indicate that
the R START module is in a SEAL condition.
When the SEAL portion of the XEQ/SEAL
switch is lighted, no command function code
can be executed.

3-13. When the R START module is in a
SEAL condition, a function code command
can be entered in the lower halves of the
function switches. However, commandscan-
not be transmitted from the module until the
SEAL condition is removed. If a command
is entered during SEAL operation, it will be

transmitted to the Command Computer after
removal of the SEAL status, and after the
XEQ/SEAL switch is deptressed.

3-I4. PRESS-TO-TEST SWITCH

3-15. A11 lamps in the function switches and
in the XEQ/SEAL switch are Iighted for con-
fidence test purposes by depressing the
PRESS-TO-TEST switch. This switchapplies
+6 volts to the function switch lamps through
fuse F1. There is no blown fuse indicator
associated with this fuse. Therefore, the
only indication that +6 volts is not present or
that fuse Fl is blown is the failure of the
function switch lamps to light when the
PRESS-TO- TEST switch is depressed.

3-16. POWER ON INDICATOR

3-L7. The power on indicator lamp will light
when the J-Box associated with the R START
is turned on. This indicator monitors the
+4 volts power through fuse F2 and will not
iight if the fuse is blown. Instructions for
operation of an R START module are con-
tained in table 3-1.

3- 18. C START MODULE OPERATION.

3-19. The C START module contains ten
12-position rotary switches, ten projection-
type indicators that indicate verification of
switch position, also verification indicators,
power on lamp, and an XEQ/SEAL pushbutton
switch. This module may be used to cail up
and modify Command Computer subroutines,
and to supplement the data stored in the com-
puter memory.

Chapter 3 Section I

3-20. The C START module is used by the
operator to call up a test control subroutine
and enter test operation parameters into that
subroutine. These parameters can cause
the subroutine to:

a, Enter time controlling the start and
stop of an analog function.

b. Enter time interval controlling the
time between discrete steps of an analog
function.

c. Vary the frequency and amplitude of
an analog function.

d. Enter time controlling the start and
stop of a sequence of switching events.

e. Enter time interval controlling the
time between each event of a sequence of
switching events.

f. Institute a prestored sequence of
switching events or analog functions.

3-21, For example, assume that a subrou-
tine contains a sequence of instructions to be
performed on capsule internal pressure.
Further assume that the subroutine contains
all the instructions and data necessary to
perform this sequence with the exception of
the upper and lower pressure limits of the
capsule. These limits could be entered into
the C START module and combined with the
instructions and data in the subroutine to
produce a complete sequence of test opera-
tions in the test bay,

3-22. During normal operation, command
data is entered in the C START module
(figure 3-3) by properly positioning the ten
rotary switches. As each switch is posi-
tioned, the projection indicator above that
switch indicates the character selected by
that switch. (The characters include the
digits zero through nine, a plus sign, and a
minus sign. ) The projection indicators are
then compared with the switch settings for
correct command entry. After the command
has been entered and visually verified, the
XEQ/SEAL switch is depressed, causing the
upper half of the XEQ/SEAL switch to light.
This may or may not be visible to the opera-
tor, since the switch remains lighted only as
long as the command is onthelines. Whenthe
command has been processed, the computer
will send a verify signal to the module which
will illuminate the verification indicators.

3-23. The verification indicators (located
directly over the XEQ/SEAL switch) indicate
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Table 3-1. R START Operation
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STEP OPERATION INDICATION

1

2

J

4

NOTE

The function switches are numbered in the illustrations
for purposes of this description only. These numbers
do not appear on the actual equipment.

Assume that at the start of this operation, thefunction
switches and the )GQ/SEAL switch are off, as shown
at the right.

To enter a command function code (1100 in this exam-
ple), press the function switches corresponding to the
lts in the function code.

In this case, switches 1 and 2 are depressed. This will
cause the lower halves of these switches to light red.

To transmit the command, press the XEQ/SEAL
switch. The upper halves of function switches L and 2
should light as shown. This indicates that the Com-
mand Computer has completed processing the com-
mand and the command was successfully transmitted
to and accepted by the DTCS.

NOTE

Upon pressing the XEQ/SEAL switch, theupperhalf
of this switch may light very briefly. The XEQ por-
tion of this switch is lighted by pressing the switch
and is turned off by action of the computer. The
computer response may be so fast that the flash of
the XEQ/SEAL switch cannot be seen.

Assume that the next functioncode to be enteredis 1010
Compare the function code to be entered with the func-
tion code previously transmitted, and note that the
only differences are in the second and third digits.
Press function switches 2 and 3 and note that the bot-
tom halves light as shown. It is unnecessary to touch
switches l- and 4 since the bottom halves of these
switches already correspond to the function code to
be entered.

Press the XEQ/SEAL switch. This will cause the
upper haLves of function switches 1 and 3 to light
as shown.
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r234

L234
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VERIFICATIOII INDICATORS

SWITCH INDICATOR
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Figure 3-3. C START Panel

ON

verification of commands as they are entered
and processed by the computer. The specific
pattern (or combination) of indicators which
light to denote a verification is a function of
the computer program. To illustrate a pos-
sible application of the verification indica-
tors, assign a binary numeric weight to each
indicator: upper left 1, upper right 2, lower
Left 4, lower right 8. Assume that the.com-
puter program is written so that the 4-bit
data word entered by the rotary switch on the
extreme left end of the C START panel is
verified. Setting the left-hand rotary switch
to 5 will cause the corresponding verification
indicators to light upon processing of the
entry by the computer, specifically the upper
left (numeric weight 1) and the lower left
(numeric weight 4). Usua1ly, however, all
four lights illuminate to indicate verification,
and different light combinations are used to
indicate various command errors.

3_24. K START OPERATION.

3-25. The K START control panel provides
the means to enter and transmit digital com-
mands to the spacecraft onboard Guidance
and Navigation Computer via the ACE-S/C
Command Computer. The programming
and/or stimulus to the spacecraft onboard
Guidance and Navigation Computer rnay be
modified by the operator through the use of
the K START control. The operator may
select to enter commands into the K START
manually by the K START keyboard, or auto-
matieally, by the perforated paper-tape
reader. The functions of controls and indi-
cators necessary for the operation of the
K START are identified in figure 3-4 and are
described in the following paragraphs.

3-26, EVENT INDICATORS.

3-27. The left-hand portion of the K START
control panel contains three columns of eight
indicators each, providing a capacity for dis-
playing up to 24 events. These event indica-
tor lamps indicate the occurrence of selected
events to the operator. An indicator lamp
will light when the particular event associated
with that lamp has occurred. A PRESS-TO-
TEST pushbutton switch is provided to verify
that ail indicator lamps are operatingproperl;2.

3-28. DATA DISPLAY INDICATORS.

3-29. The eight data display indicators pro-
vide a visual display of the last command
word entered into the K START either from
the keyboard of from the perforated paper-
tape reader. These indicators are arranged
in a binary format with the most significant
diglt (27) located at the extreme left and the
least significant digit (2o) at the extreme
right.

3-30. NON-VERIFY INDICATOR SWITCH.

3-31. The NON/VER indicator will light
whenever an error occurs during a digital
command transmission. Momentarilypress-
ing the NON/VER indicator switch turns the
indicator off and illuminates the VERIFY in-
dicator, this then allows the operator to
enter another command.

3-32. EXECUTE/SEAL INDICATOR.

3-33. The upper half of this split-legend in-
dicator (XEQ) will be lighted whenever the
K START is receiving command data from

3-5
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either the keyboard or perforated paper-tape
reader pending readout by the CUE. The
SEAL command received by the K START
causes the lower half of the indicator to light
indicating the SEAL condition. The K START
is unable to transmit any data or execute sig-
nals to the CUE in the SEAL condition.

3-34. VERIFY INDICATOR.

3-35. The VER indicator is lighted whenever
a command data entry is successfully received,
processed, and transmitted by the ACE-S/C
Command Computer to the spacecraft Guid-
ance and Navigation Computer.

3-36. TAPE/KEY INDICATOR SWITCH.

3-37. The TAPE /Xny indicator switch al-
lows the operator to select either the perforated
paper-tape reader or the keyboard as a
source of command data to the K START.
The upper half of this split-legend indicator
is lighted when the Tape Mode of operation
has been selected. The lower half of the in-
dicator is lighted when the Keyboard Mode
of operation has been selected. The TAPE/
KEY indicator switch is an aLternale action,
momentarily operated switch. Suceessive

Chapter 3 Section I

{

Figure 3-4. K START Control Panel Front View

depressions of the TAPE /KEY switch will
alternately cause the Tape and Keyboard
Modes of operation to be selected.

3-38. LOAD/INHIBIT INDICATOR SWITCH

3-39. The operator can enable or disable the
K START transmitfunctionby the use of the
LOAD/INH indicator switch. When the upper
half of this split-legend indicator lights, it indi-
cates that the K START is able to transmit
command data to the CUE. When the lower
half of this indicator is lighted, it indicates
that the K START is unable to transmit com-
mand data to the CUE. The LOAD/INU inOi-
cator switch is an alternate action, momen-
tarily operated switch. Successive depres-
sions of this switch will cause the LOAD and
INH indicator segments to light alternately.

3-40. FORWARD/nEVERSE INDTCATOR
SWITCH.

3-4L. The FWD,/REV indicator switch alIows
the operator to control the perforated paper-
tape movement. When the upper half of this
split-legend indicator switch is lighted, it
signifies that the perforated paper tape will
move in a forward direction when the RUN

3-6
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indicator switch is depressed. When the
lower haU of this indicator switch is lighted,
it signifies that the perforated paper tape will
move backrvard or ina reverse directionwhen
the RUN indicator switch is depressed. The
FWD/REV indicator switch is an alternate
action, momentarily operated switch. Suc-

cessive depressions of this switch will cause

the FWD and REV indicator segments to light
alternately.

3-42. rNDEX/CONTINUOUS INDICATOR
S\MITCH.

3-43. The IND/CONT indicator switch allows
the operator to select one of two paper-tape
reader operating modes. When the upper
hatf of this split-legend switch is lighted
(IND Mode), the paper-tape reader will move
the tape one character position in the direc-
tion specified by the FWD/REV indicator
switch for each depression of the RUN indi-
cator switch. When the lower half of this
switch is lighted (CONT Mode), the paper-
tape reader will advance the tape one charac-
ter at a time continuously until a programmed
stop instruction is read, or the RUN indicator
switch is again depressed. The IND/CONT
indicator switch is an alternate action, mo-
mentarily operated switch. Successive de-
pressions of this switch will cause the IND
and CONT indicator segments to light
alternately.

3-44, RUN INDICATOR SWITCH.

3-45. The RUN indicator switch allows the
operator to start the paper-tape reader drive
as specified by other K START controls. De-
pressing this indicator switch, when the
CONT Mode is selected, causes the RUN in-
dicator to light and the tape to feed contin-
uously through the paper-tape reader. De-
pressing this switch again halts the tape mo-
tion and turns the indicator off. Depressing
this indicator switch, when the IND Mode is
selected, causes the RUN indicator to light
and the tape to advance one character. De-
pressing this switch again causes the tape to
advance another character.

3.46. KEYBOARD

3-47. The K START keyboard contains 20
momentarily operated, pushbutton-type
switches. The keyboard provides the operator
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with the means to manually enter command
data codes into the K START for transmis-
sion to the CUE. Depressing any of the key-
board pushbuttons causes the proper binary
code associated with that particular push-
button to be placed on the K START output
lines. This code (5-bit character) is also
displayed in binary forma! on the K START
data display indicators (2u through 24).
Table 3-2 lists the general function of each
keyboard key and the specific binary code

assigned to each key. A binary 1 is repre-
sented by a lighted data display indicator.

3-49.. TAPE READER OPERATION.

3-49. The tape reader (figure 3-5) is a self-
containbd, bidirectional, asynchronous as-
sembly for reading an eight-channel perfo-
rated paper or metal tape. Activation of the
tape reader and direction of tape movement is
controiled by pushbutton switches located on
the K START module. The tape reader al-
lows the operator to rapidly and automatical-
ly enter a large quantity of test commands
into the K START for subsequent transmis-
sion to the onboard Guidance and Navigation
Computer.

3-50. The bidirectional tape reels are
mounted on each side of the read head. Per-
forated tape may be easily removed orplaced
on the six-inch reels by applying a light
pressure to the demountable reel front flange
to release the bail detent lock. Since the
tape unit is bidirectional, either reel can be

the take-up or the supply side, depending
upon direction of tape movement. No tape
threading change is required when reversing
the direction of tape movement. All slack
on the supply reel is taken up through the
action of the tension arms. Motor drive
power is applied to the tape reader by de-
pressing the POWER ON indicator switch.
This switch is an alternate action, momen-
tarily operated switch.

3-51. TAPE THREADING INSTRUCTIONS.

3-52. To thread any standard eight-channel
perforated tape onto the tape reader, per-
form the following procedure:

a. Expose the tape reader capstan by
raising the read-head, lift lever handle.

3-7
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b. LiJt the right and left tension arms
up to the vertical standby position (arms
will remain in this position).

c. Remove demountable flange from sup-
ply reel and place tape on reel shaft such
that the tape sprocket holes are nearest the
operator. In addition, when the left-hand
reel is to be the supply reel, the tape should
leave the left reel in a cloclcil/ise direction
and enter the right-hand reel in a clockwise
direction and vice versa when the right-hand
reel is to be the supply reel.

NOTE

When the FWD (forward) Mode of operation
is selected on the K START module, the
tape movement is right to left and the ri.ght-
hand reei is the supply reel. Whenthe REV
(reverse) Mode of operation is selected,
the tape movement is left to right. In this
case, the left-hand reel is the supply reel.

d . Thread out enough tape to go ac ros s
read head and start winding up on take-up reel.

Tabte 3-2. K START Keyboard Key Functions and Code Assignments

KEY DESIGNATION DATA CODE FUNCTION

L

2
o
r)

4

5

6

7

8

I
0

VERB

NOUN

+

ENT

CLR

ERR RST

KEY RLSE

00001
00010
00011
00100
00101
00110

00111_

01000
01001
10000

10001

1111 1

11010
1 1011

11100

11110

10010

11001-

To enter data, address code, and requested action
code into K START for transmission to the on-
board Guidance and Navigation Computer.

Conditions the onboard Guidance and Navigation
Computer to interpret the next two numeral char-
acters entered into the K START as an action
request code.

To inform the onboard Guidance and Navigation
Computer that the data to follow is decimal and
enters the sign 1+ or -) of that data.

To inform the onboard Guidance and Navigation
Computer that the current data command is com-
plete and to execute the function(s) requested.

Clears data words erroneously entered into the
G&I\ Computer data registers, provided the ENT
l<ey has not been depressed.

Not used.

Not used.

Chapter 3 Section I

Conditions the onboard Guidance and Navigation
Computer to interpret the next two numerical
characters entered into the K START as to what
the action is to be performed on.
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e. Lay the tape across the capstan so
that the sprocket pins project through the
tape sprocket holes. Be sure the tape is
positioned so that the sprocket pins do not
project through the holes of a data channel.

f. Wind remaining tape up on the take-
up reel.

g. Whilehoidingthetape inpositiononthe
capstan, push the read-head lift iever down un-
til lever locks in a slightly ever-center position.

h. Push right and left tension arms to-
ward the center of the tape reader so thatthe
tension arms ride on the tape surface. The
tape is now properly threaded, and the read-
er is ready for use.

3-53. TAPE READER OPERATION.

3-54. Operation of the K START paper-tape
reader is performed in the following manner:

a. Depress the tape reader POWER ON

switch to ON.
b. Set the LOAD/INH switch to LOAD,

thus enabling the K START to transmit the
data to the CUE.

c. Set the TAPE/KEY switch to TAPE
to select the K START for input from the tape
reader.

d. Set the FWD/REV and the IND/CONT
switches to the desired positions for tape
movement.

e. Press the RUN switch. This action
allows the tape reader to read one character
and transmit it to the CUE.
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3_55. CRT MODULE OPERATION.

3-56. CRT modules (figure 3-6) are located
on consoles in the Control Room and Com-
puter Room. They are used to display analog
and event data from the spacecraft that has
been processed by the Display Computer.
The CRT module basically consists of: (1) a

CRT screen that displays 26 iines of alpha-
betic, decimal numeric, and special sym-
bols; (2) PAGE CALLUP thumbwheel
switches; and (3) various controls for ad-
justing the display on the CRT screen.
These controls are located behind an access
door on the front panel.

3_57. CRT SCREEN.

3-58. The CRT screen displays information
in 26-line "page" formats, so arranged that
the top half or bottom half of any of 20 such

"pages" can be selected by the operator.
The top and bottom lines, which can display
32 alphanumeric characters each, are used
for page identification. The top line on the
display identifies the top half-page selected,
while the bottom line identifies the bottom
half-page selected. The remaining 24 lines
on the screen can display 40 alphanumeric
characters each. The 24 lines are divided
into two groups of 12 lines each (top half-
page and bottom half-page). Thus, each half-
page display consists of one page identity line
and 72 lines of alphanumeric data.

LEFT

TENSION

CAFSTAN AND

SPROCKET

READ

HgAO

(HIDDEN)

READ HEAO

LIFT LEVER

LEFT

RIGHT

TENTION
ARiI RIOHI

REEL

ON SWITCH

AOH 2- 13- 3

Figure 3-5. K START Paper Tape Reader Front View
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AOH 2-20A-20

CRT DISFLAY

ACCSSS DOOR

Figure 3-6. CRT Module

TOP-HALF PAGE
CALLUP THUMB WHEEL

SWITCHES

BOTTOM-HALF PAGE
CALLUP THUME WHEEL

SWTCHES

3-59. PAGE CALLUP THUMBWHEEL
SWITCHES.

3-60. The PAGE CALLUP thumbwheel
switches allow a Control Room operator to
select the upper and lower half-page displays
appropriate to his particular test operation.
The two upper thumbwheel switehes select
the TOP-IIALF display and the two lower
thumbwheel switches select the BOTTOM-
HALF display.

3-61. ACCESS DOOR.

3-62. The following controls, used to adjust
the display on the CRT screen, are located

behind the access door:
A. VERTICAL GAIN. The VERTICAL

GAIN control is used to vary the vertical
size of the display on the CRT.

b. VERTICAL CENTERING - The VER-
TICAL CENTERING control is used to posi-
tion the display in the vertical direction.

c. HORIZONTAL GAIN - The HORIZON-
TAL GAIN control varies the horizontal size
of the display on the CRT"

d. HORIZONTAL CENTERING - The
HORIZONTAL CENTERING control is
used to position the display in the horizon-
ta1 direction.

e. INTENSITY - The INTENSITY control
is used to controlthe brightness of the display.

f . FOCUS - The FOCUS control is used to
adjust image focus at the center of the display.
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g. ASTIGMATISM - ThC ASTIGMATISM
control adjusts the image focus at the edges
of the display.

h. ON/OFF switch - The ON/oFF switch
provides a means of turning power to the
CRT module on and off.

3-63. METER MODULE OPBRATION.

3-64. Meter modules (figure 3-7) are util-
ized to display current analog data transmit-
ted from the spacecraft to the control console
operators. Each meter module contains four
edgewise 0- to l-milliampere meters, each
capable of displaying a different analog sig-
naI. Insert tags are provided above each
meter to indicate the measurement identity.
These tags are readily removed and replaced
without removing a meter from the module.
Each meter contains a meter scale insert

Chapter 3 Section I

which can be easily removed f or the insertion
of different meter scale inserts as required
Certain meter modules are interchangeable
with the event modules to accommodate
varying test requirements.

3-65. RECORDER ATTENUATOR PANEL.

3-66. A recorder attenuator panel (fig-
ure 3-8) is associated with each Analog Re-
corder to provide input signal gain control.
For each of the eight channels in the Analog
Recorder, there is an associated SENSI-
TIVITY control, SENSITI\ITY X1 control,
and a PEN POSITION control on the recorder
attenuator panel. Operation of the attenuator
panel controls is normally a function of the
maintenance personnel and is included here
for information purposes only.

IDENTIFICATION
INSERT HOLDER

SCALE

w

Figure 3-7. Meter Module Panel
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Figure 3-8. Recorder Attenuator Panel

3-67. SENSITIVITY CONTROLS.

3-68. The SENSITIVITY controls are
switches with nine attenuator positions
(2.5, 5, lO, 25, 50, 100, 250, 500 VOLTS/
FULL SCALE, OFF and CAL). In the CAL
position, all external signals are removed
and a standard one-volt calibration signal
is substituted.

3.69. SENSITIVITY Xl CONTROLS.

3-70. The SENSITIVITY X1 controls are
variable attenuation controls that provide for
intermediate attenuation values between each
of the nine attenuator positions. Associated
with each variable attenuation control is a
locking knob so that inadvertent turning of
the variable attenuator knob in a clockwise
direction is difficult.

3-71. PEN PO$TION CONTROLS.

3-72. The PEN POSITION controls permit
each pen to be positioned anywhere within the
channel and allows either edge of the channel,
or any point between, to be used as a baseline

(zero signal position). Each PEN POSITION
control is fitted with a locking knob so that
once a pen is positioned, inadvertent turning
is difficult.

3-73. ANALOG RECORDER.

3-74. The Analog Recorders (figure 3-9) are
eight-channel, ink-trace recording devices
incorporating a vertical. oscillograph. The
function controls of indicators necessary for
operation of the recorders are described in
the following paragraphs.

3.75. INTERLOCK WARNING.

3-76. The INTERLOCK WARNING lamp
lights when the paper supply roll is empty
or when the bezel lock is not engaged.

3-77. CONTROL MODE GROUP.

3-78. The Control Mode Group is a three-
position switch labeled PARTIAL REMOTE,
FULL REMOTB, and LOCAL. Switch func-
tions are as follows:

a. PARTIAL REMOTE - When the CON-
TROL MODE switch is in the PARTIAL RE-
MOTE position, chart drive t'on-offil control
is transferred to a remote location. Chart
speed control remains at the oscillograph.

b. FULL REMOTE - When the CONTROL
MODE switch is in the FULL REMOTE posi-
tion aII chart speed control is transferred to
a remote location.

c. LOCAL - When the CONTROL MODB
switch is inthe LOCAlposition fuII control is
maintained at the oscillograph control panel.

NOTE

In the ACE-S/C Ground Station there
are no remote control panels available
Therefore, only the LOCAL button
should be used for operation of this
recorder.

3-79. CITART SPEED MM/SEC SWITCH.

3-80. The CHART SPEED MWSEC switch
is a seven-pushbutton switch containing a
STOP pushbutton and six additional pushbut-
tons for selecting various ehart travel

3-L2
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pAPER SUPPLY

XIOO FEET

t.i

I i.
ii

Figure 3-9. Eight-Channel Analog Recorder

speeds. Switch functions are as follows:
a. STOP PUSHBUTTON - When the

STOP pushbutton of the CHART SPEED I{Id/
SEC switch is depressed, the chart driver
motor stops and power is removed from the
oscillograph pens.

b. CHART SPEED SWITCHES - The
CHART SPEED MM/SEC switch has six ad-
ditional pushbuttons marked 5, 10, 20, 50,
100, and 200. When one of these switches is
depressed, power is applied to the chart
drive motor driving the chart at the speed
indicated by the selected switch.

3-81. SPEED -- l-00 SWITCH.

3-82. the SPEtrD -* 100 switch is a two-
position toggle switch. When placed in the

up position, chart speeds indicated on the
CHART SPtrtrD MM/StrC switch are divided
by 100. The chart speeds then available are
0.05, 0. 1, 0. 2, 0.5, 1, and 2 MM/SEC.
When placed in the down position, chart
speeds are as indicated on the CHART
SPEED MM/SEC switch.

3_83. PAPER SUPPLY X 1OO FEET
INDICATOR.

3-84. The PAPER SUPPLY X 100 FEET
indicator is a meter which reads the amount
of paper contained on the supply roll in in-
crements from zero through ten. This read-
ing must be multiplied by 100 to determine
the actual amount of paper on the ro11.
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3-85. AMPLIF'IER LBVEL INDICATORS.

3-86. The eight AMPLIFIER LBVEL indi-
cators partially light when the amplifier is
producing moderate output and fully light
when the amplifier output is saturated.

3-8?. ANALOG RECORDtrR OPERATION.

3-88. The recorder will be turned on,

checked and adjusted by maintenance person-
ne1 (prior to spacecraft test operations), and

left in a standby condition. Test operation,
therefore, involves only depressing the de-
sired SPEED switch to start the recorder,
and depressing the STOP switch to stop the
recorder. Refer to the test operation in-
structions to determine when to start a par-
ticular recorder, the chart speed to use, and
when to turn the recorder off.

3-89. Operation of the remaining controls
is normally a function of the maintenance
personnel and is included for information
purposes on1y.

3-90. Each unit containing analog recorders
also contains an analog power panel. There
are three types of analog power panels avail-
able, designated as Analog Power 2, AnaLog

Power 3, and Analog Power 4 (figure 3-10).
Those units containing two analog recorders
utilize an Analog Power 2 panel, those units
containing three analog recorders utilize an

Analog Power 3 panel, and those units con-
taining four analog recorders utilize an Ana-
Iog Power 4 panel. Each power panel con-
tains an ON,/OFF toggle switch and an asso-
ciated indicator for each recorder. When the
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toggle switch for a particular recorder, as
indicated by the label on the panel, is placed
in the ON position, 11"5 vac is appJ.ied to the
appropriate recorder and the associated in-
dicator lights. Operation of these controls
is normally a function of the maintenance per-
sonnel and is included here for information
purposes only.

3-91. ANALOG SELtrCT PANtrLS

3-92. Analog Select Panels are provided on

certain consoles to allow the display of any
one of several analog measurements on a
single meter or recorder charurel. Three
types of panels, each containing eight analog
select switches, are available - Analog Se-

lect 2-l (alIowing the selection of one of two
measurements for each meter), Analog Se-

lect 3-1 (allowing the selection of one of
three measurements for each meter), and
Analog Select 4- 1 (allowing the selection of
one of four measurements for each meter).
Figure 3-l-1 shows an Analog Select 4-1
panel containing eight 4-position analog se-
lect switches. The other panels are similar
except for the number of switch positions.
Each of the eight switches services a single
Analog Recorder channel or analog meter.
Refer to your test operation instructions to
determine the properposition of each switch.

3_93. 32-CHANNEL EVENT RtrCORDER

3-94. The 32-Channel Event Recorder (fig-
ure 3-1-2) is a moving paper, roll-chart,
multi-styius recorder. The on,/off event
status of each channel is recorded by the de-
flection of an ink-supplied pen. Each event

Figure 3-10. Typical Analog Power Panel
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Figure 3-11. Analog Select Panel
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is shorn in time relationship to the others,
providing an immediate picture of the situa-
tion monitored. The controls and indicators
associated with the recorder are described
in the following paragraphs.

3-95" INTERLOCK WARNING INDICATOR.

3-96. The INTERLOCK WARNING indicator
is controlled by an interlock switch located
in the paper supply drawer behind the writing
table. When the INTERLOCK WARNING in-
dicator lights, it indicates that either the in-
terlock switch has opened due to an empty
paper supply ro11, or that the bezel lock is
not engaged.

3-97. OFF-REMOTE-ON SWITCH.

3-98. The OFF-REMOTE-ON switch is a
group of three pushbutton switches used to
eontrol recorder operations. When the OFF
button is pressed, all power to the recorder
is off. When the REMOTE button is pressed,
power is applied to the recorder and allchart
speed control is transferred to the remote
location. When the ON button is pressed,
power is applied to the recorder and allchart
speed control remains at the reeorder.

NOTE

In the ACE-S/C Ground Station there are
no remote control panels available.
Therefore, only the ON button should be
used for operation of this recorder.

3-99. CHART SPEED MM/SEC SWITCH.

3-l-00. The CHART SPEED MM/SEC switch
is a seven-pushbutton switch for selecting
various chart speeds for recorder operation.
The selectable chart speeds are 5, L0, 20,
50, 100, and 200 MM/SEC. In addition, one
of the switch positions is designated as STOP
which stops chart drive motor and turns off
power to the recorder pens.

NOTE

Pressing any position of the CIIART
SPEED switch except the STOP push-
button releases the STOP pushbutton
and turns on the chart drive motor.
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3-101. SPEED + 1OO SWITCH.

3-102. The SPEED = 100 switch is a two-
position toggle switch. When in the down
position, chart speeds of 5, 10, 20, 50, 100,
and 200 MM/SEC are availabtre. When in the
up position, these chart speeds are divided
hy 100 and become 0.05, 0. 1, 0.2, 0.5, L,

and 2 MM/SEC.

3-103. PAPER SUPPLY X 1OO FEET
INDICATOR.

3-104. The PAPER SUPPLY x 100 FEET
indicator is a meter that provides a conven-
ient indication of the amount of chart paper
contained on the supply roll. The meter dial
consists of increments from 0 to L0. ?he
meter reading rnultiplied by 100 indicates the
amount of paper on the roll.

3-105. HIGH TESTAND LOW TEST SWITCH.

3-106. The HIGH TEST and LOW TEST
switches are used to check the operation of
the recorder. Pressing the HIGH TEST
switch applies 5 volts to the amplifier input
which should eause all the pens to deflect to
the left. Pressing both the HIGH TEST and
LOW TEST switches sirnultaneously should
cause no deflection of the pens.

3-107. S2-CHANNEL EVENT RECORDER
OPERATION.

3-108. Operation of this recorder is identi-
cal to operation of the Analog Recorder (re-
fer to paragraph 3-87).

3-109. AEROMEDICAL RECORDEE,.

3-110. The Aeromedical Recorder (figure
3-13) is an eight-charurel, ink-trace, hori-
zontal oscillograph. The controls and indi-
cators necessary for operation of the reeorder
are described in the following paragraphs.
(Similar to Eight-Channel Analog Recorder. )

3-111. INTERLOCK WARNING.

3-!L2. The INTERLOCK WARNING lamp
lights when the paper supply ro11 is empty or
when the bezel lock is not engaged.
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3-113. CONTROL MODE GROUP

3-114. The CONTROL MODE Group is a
three-pushbutton switch labeled PARTIAL
REMOTE, FULL REMOTE, and LOCAL.
The switch functions are as follows:

a. PARTIAL REMOTE - When the CON-
TROL MODE switch is in the PARTIAL RE-
MOTE position, chart drive on-off control is
transferred to a remote location. Chart
speed control remains at the oscillograph.

b. FULL REMOTE - When the CONTROL
MODE switch is in the FULL REMOTB posi-
tion all chart speed control is transferred to
a remote location.

c. LOCAL - When the CONTROL MODE
switch is in the LOCAL position full control
is maintained at the oscillograph control panel.

3-115. CITART SPEED MM/SEC SWITCH.

3-116. The CHART SPEED MM/SEC switch
is a seven-pushbutton switch consisting of a
STOP pushbutton and six pushbuttons for se-
lecting chart travel speeds. Switch functions

Chapter 3 Section I

PARTIAL

SPEED
+ too
snrTcH

are as follows:
a. STOP PUSHBUTTON - When the STOP

pushbutton is depressed, the chart drive
motor stops and power is removed from the
oscilloscope pens.

b. CHART SPEED MM/SEC SWITCHES-
The CHART SPEED MM/SEC switch has six
additional pushbuttons marked 2.5, 5, 1A,
25, 50, and 100. V/hen one of these switches
is depressed, power is applied tothe chart
drive motor, driving the chart at the speed
indicated by the selector switch.

3_]-1-7. SPEED + 1OO SWITCH.

3-118. The SPEED + 100 switch is a two-
position toggle switch. When the switch is
in the up position, chart speeds indicated on
the CIIART SPEED MM/SEC switch are di-
vided by 100. The chart speeds then avail-
able are 0.025, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, and
1 MM/SEC. When the switch is in the down
position, chart speeds are as indicated on
the CHART SPEED MM/SEC switch.

LOCAL

CHART
TABLE

coilTRo*

Figure 3-13. 8-Charrnei Horizontal Analog Recorder
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3*119. CHART TABLE CONTROL.

3-120. The Chart Tab1e Control moves the
chart table to provide access to the supply
and take-up reels for paper loading.

3_L2I. CARDIOSCOPE.

3-L22. The Cardioscope (figure 3-14) moni-
tors astronaut heartbeat analog information.
Heartbeat information from four sources
may be simultaneously displayed. The con-
trols necessary to operate the Cardioscope
are described in the following paragraphs.

3_L23. INTENSITY CONTROL.

3-124. The INTENSITY control turns input
power on or off, and adjusts trace intensity
from off up to a maximum preset brightness.
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3.L25, DISPLAY CALIBRATE SWITCH

3-L26. The DISPLAY CALIBRATE pushbut-
ton switch causes the simultaneous applica-
tion of an amplitude-calibrated 1O-cps square
wave to all four channels.

3-T27. LEAD SELECT SWITCHES.

3-L28. The four LEAD SELECT thumbwheel
switches allow the selection of any one of ten
input signals for display on the channel asso-
ciated with the switch.

3-L29. SWEEP SPEED VARIABLE
CONTROL.

3-130. The sweep speed VARIABLE control
allows continuous variation of sweep speed
between positions of the STEP switch. When

OISPLAY
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SV{ITCH

II{TENSITY
CONTROL
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Figure 3-14. Cardioscope Display
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the VARIABLE control is in the CAL X1 posi-
tion the sweep speeds are as indicated by
STEP switch.

3.131, SWEEP SPEED STEP SWITCH.

3-132. The sweep speed STEP switch sets
the sweep speed at 5, 70, 25, or 50 mm/sec
(when the VARIABLE control is in the CALX1
position).

3-133. ILLUMINATION CONTROL

3-134. The ILLUMINATION control adjusts
the display screen graticule iilumination in-
tensity. This control is continuously varia-
b1e from off to maximum brilliance.

3_135. CHANNEL GAIN CONTROL.

3-136. The GAIN control for each channel
adjusts the vertical gain (height) of the dis-
play for that channel.

3.137. CHANNEL POSITION CONTROLS.

3-138. The POSITION control for each chan-
nel adjusts the vertical position of the trace
for that channel.

3-139. DiGITAL CARDIOMETER PANEL.

3-140. The Digital Cardiometer panel (fig-
ure 3-15) provides controls to operate the
Cardiometer, and a display of the astronaut
heart pulse rate. The panel contains a

s rr ry\
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readout display and controls to controi the
display, determine the source, and select
the sampling rate.

3-14L. The THRESHOLD ADJUST control
sets the signal threshold level of signal that
the Cardiometer will accept. This control
is adjusted just above the point at which the
Cardiometer starts counting heart pulses,
as indicated by an alternate flashing of upper
and lower lamps in the DISPLAY RESET
switch indicator.

3-142. The DISPLAY RESET switch indica-
tor, in addition to indicating that the Cardi-
ometer is counting, is depressedimmediately
after the threshold is adjusted to initialize
the counter circuits in the Cardiometer.

3-143. The ECG SOURCE switch selects the
source of heart pulse data by selecting the
VA address that will accept incoming PCM
data. A test position selects a 1 PPS input
for verification purposes. When the switch
is in the TEST position the display should
read 60.

3-L44. The SAMPLE PERIOD switch indi-
cator contains an alternate-action switch to
select the period over which a count is ac-
cumulated prior to display. This count is
internally multiplied by six in the 10-second
position, and by four in the 15-second posi-
tion, prior to display. The rate selected is
indicated by the lighting of the appropriate
half of the split-legend indicator.

THRESHOLD

ADJUST

COilTROL

Q'

READOUT

DISPLAY

DISFLAY
RES€T

swrTct{/
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S€LECT
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PERIOD

swtTcH/
I}TDICATOR

AOH2-3r-2

Figure 3-15. Digital Cardiometer Display Panel
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3-1.45. The display portion of the panel is a

numeric readout device that indicates the
heart-pulse rate in pulses per minute.

3_L46. EVENT SE CT PANEL.

3-L47. The Event Select Pane1 (figure 3-16)
consists of two 3O-pole, two-position switches.
Each switch is connected to 60 event lines
and a 32-Channel Event Recorder. If an

EVENT SELECT switch is in position 1, 30

of the 60 events will be selected for record-
ing. Likewise, if the switch is in position2,
the other 30 event lines will be selected.
The same action holds true for the other
EVENT SELECT switch. Thus, a total of
60 out of a possible 120 events may be re-
corded at any given time.

NOTE

The only Event Select Panel in the sys-
tem is located in the Power and Sequen-

tial System Console, Unit 3. The events
selectable al tlne panel are determined
by test operation requirements.

3-148. 1OO-CHANNEL EVENT RECORDER.

3-L49. The 100-Channe1 Event Recorder
(figure 3-17) is a moving paper, roll-chart
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multi-stylus recorder. The on/off event
status of each channel is recorded by an
electric-writing, stationary metal stylus
that remains in contact with electro-sensi-
tive paper. Each event is shown in time re-
lationship to the others and provides an im-
mediate picture of the situation monitored.
The 100-Channel Event Recorder contains
basicaliy the same controls and indicators
as the 32-Channel Event Recorder.

3-150. The writing process is accomplished
through the use of a high voltage potential
applied to each of the 100 writing pens dur-
ing the occurrence of an event signal.

High voltage is present on the pens.

Do not touch the pens while the re-
corder is in operation.

3-151. The glass RFI door must be closed
during the operation to keep RFI (resulting
from the high voltage writing arc) at a mini-
mum. The 100-Channel Event Recorder
controls are described in the following
paragraphs.

Figure 3-16. Event Select Panel
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RELEASE BUTTON.

3-153. The two paper drawer latch release
buttons are pressed inward and upward to
release the paper drawer latches.

3-154. STYLUS LOCK SWITCH.

3-155. The STYLUS LOCK switch must be
depressed to engage the stylii with the paper.

3-157. The door latching screws are two
thumbscrews used to hold the front door.

3-159. The operation of this recorder is
identical to operation of the Analog Recorder
(refer to paragraph 3-87).

3-160. STATUS DISPLAY PANEL.

3-161. The Status Display Panel (figureS-18)
contains indicators for displaying 55 events
associated with RF systems, POWER sys-
tems, ARMING, MISSION MILESTONES,
ACE, and otherparameters as required.
There are 8 lamp-type indicators for RF sys-
tems, 10for POWER systems, 11 foTARMING,
2Ofor MISSION MILESTONES, and6 forACE.
Each lamp unit contains hvo lamps and an
associated PRESS TO TEST switch. In
addition to these 55 events, the Status Dis-
play Panel contains ten back-lighted indicators
which are divided into two segments. The
lower segment is designated GO and is
coloredgreen, whilethe upper segment is
designated HOLD and is colored red. These
indicators display the status of the control
consoles in the Control Room, and receive
their inputs from the console status control
panels. When the operator at a particular
control console depresses the GO or HOLD

3-2L

OFF REMOTT
swrTcH

INTERLOCK

INDICATOR

3-156. DOOR LATCHING SCREWS.

3-158. 1OO-CHANNEL EVENT RECORDER
OPERATION.
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switch on the status control panel for that
console, the green or red indicator on the
Status Display Panel corresponding to that
unit will light.

3-162. A LAMP TEST switch is provided on
the Status Display Panel that, when de-
pressed, lights all the indicators on the panel
to verifythatthey are operating properly.

3-163. RANGE TIME PANEL.

3-164. The Range Time Panel (figure 3-19)
contains nine decimal in-line indicators that
dispiay range time in days, hours, minutes,
and seconds. Each decimal indicator is
made up of seven back-lighted segments
that are turned on in various combinations to
form the desired decimal characters.
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Three indicators are utilized for days, two
for hours, two for minutes, and two for
seconds.

3-165. The right-hand portion of the Range
Time Panel contains an ON/OFF toggle
switch that controls the application of power
to the panel.

3-166. An INTENSITY control at the upper
right-hand side of the Range Time Panel,
when adjusted, varies the brightness of the
char acters being displayed.

3-167. COUNTDOWN TIME PANEL.

3-168. The Countdown Time Panel (fig-
ure 3-20) contains seven decimal, in-line
indicators used to display countdown time in
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Figure 3-19. Range Time Panel
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f igure 3-20. Countdown Time Panel
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hours, minutes, and seconds. These indi-
cators are identical to those used on the
Range Time Panel (refer to paragraph 3-163).
Three indicators are utilized for hours read-
out, two for minutes readout, and two for
seconds readout. Maximum readout occurs
at 999 hours, 59 minutes, and 59 seconds.

3-169. In addition to the numeric indicators,
a special indicator is provided at the left-
hand side of the display that can display tt+, 

't
tt-, t'or t'H. rr The rr+f rindicates a count in
the forward direction (away from zerol, the
r?-t!indicates a count in the reverse direc-
tion (toward zero), and the rrHrr indicates a
thold" condition at the time displayed.

3-170. An ON/OFF toggle switch at the
right-hand side of the Countdown Time Panel
controls the application of power to the panel.
The upper right-hand portion of the Count-
down Time Panel also contains an INTENSITY
control that varies the brightness of the
characters being displayed.
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3-t7L ENERATOR
REMOTE CONTROL PANEL.

3-172. The Countdown Generator Remote
Control Panel (figure 3-271is used in con-
junction with the Countdown Generator that
generates time data and a specific time code
word. The time data is displayed on the
front panel of the Countdown Generator and
on the Countdown Generator Remote Display.

3-173. The Countdown Generator Remote
Control Panel consists of an a-c power indi-
cator, eight digital thumbwheel switches,
and a LOCAL/REMOTE switch. The opera-
tion of these controls and indicators is dis-
cussed be1ow.

3_174. AC POWER INDICATOR.

3-175. When illuminated, this lamp indicates
the application of a-c power.

}NDIC

AOH 2-t4-6

Figure 3-21. Countdown Generator Remote Control Panel
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3.].76. START TIME THUMBWHEEL
SWITCHES.

3-L77. The Countdown Generator Remote
Control Panel consists of eight digital thumb-
wheel switches. The thumbwheel switches
provide the means of setting in the countdown
time at which the clock is to start running.
The first thumbwheel switch from the left
selects the direction of the count. A r'+rr

causes the Countdown Generator to count up
from the preset time while a rt-rr causes the
Countdown Generator to count down from the
preset time. When the Countdown Generator
is counting down (indicated by a t'-rr) and the
time passes through zero, the Countdown
Time Pane1 will change to 'r+rr and the Count-
down Generator will begin counting up. The
remaining seven thumbwheel switches are
used to indicate the start countdown time in
hours, minutes, and seconds.

3.178. PRESET SWITCH.

3-179. The PRESET switch, when depressed,
automatically stops the count and causes the
sign and time on the Countdown Time Panel to
change to the sign and time which has been
set into the thumbwheel switches.

3.180. HOLD AND COUNT SWITCHES.

3-181. Momentarily depressing the HOLD
switch causes the Countdown Generator to
stop and retain the time accumulated up to
the point that the HOLD switch was depressed.
The H (HOLD) indicator on the Countdown
Time Panel lights in place of the rr+rr or tr-rr

sign. The count may then be continued from
this point by momentarily depressing the
COUNT switch.

3-182. LOCAL-REMOTE SWITCH.

3-183. The LOCAL-REMOTE switch pro-
vides for LOCAL control inthe LOCALposition
and remote control inthe REMOTE position.

3.184. POWER-MONITOR PANEL.

3-185. Certain consoles contain Power Mon-
itor Panels which allow the control console
operator to turn the power on or off to that
particular console and to warn the console
operator of console or cabinet overheat con-
ditions. Each Power Monitor Panel (see
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figure 3-22) contains the following controls
and indicators.

3-186. POWER CONTROL SWITCH AND
INDICATORS.

3-187. A POWER ON/OFF switch is pro-
vided on each Power Monitor Panel to con-
trol the input power to that particular con-
sole. Associated with each POWER ON/OFF
switch is a power-on indicator which lights
when power is on, and an ELAPSED TIME
meter which indicates time (in hours and
tenths of hours) that the console has been
in operation. The operator is to use this
switch only under emergency power off
condition.

3-188. TEMPERATURE ALARM.

3-189. The Temperature Alarm consists of
a TEMP ALARM indicator (red lamp-type
indicator), cabinet temperature sensing
units, and an OVERRIDE/NORMAL switch.
The TEMP ALARM indicator flashes when-
ever the cooling air temperature (under op-
erating conditions) in any associated system
console rack exceeds a maximum value.
(An additional lamp is provided in each con-
sole rack to identify the location of the fau1t. )
When the TEMP ALARM indicator flashes,
the console wiil automatically shut down
after a S0-second time delay. The OVER-
RIDE/NORMAL switch, when in the OVER-
RIDE position, overrides the automatic shut-
down if a critical test is in progress.

3-190. STATUS CONTROL PANEL.

3-191. Status control panels are located on
various consoles and provide the means to
(1) turn the power on or off on that particular
console, (2) warn the console operator of
console or cabinet overheat conditions, and
(3) allow the console operator to report his
operational status to the Test Conductor by
means of GO/HOLD signals. Each status
control panel (figure 3-23) contains the fol-
lowing controls and indicators.

3-192. GOIHOLD SWITCHES AND
INDICATORS.

3-193. The control console operator evalu-
ates the spacecraft test data supplied to his
console and makes a decision based on his

L
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AOH2- l6A-eO

Figure 3-22. Power Monitor Panel

A0H2-16A-2

Figure 3-23. Status Control Panel
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observations as to whether to continue the
test. The control console operator informs
the Test Conductorof this decision by actuating
one of two rectangular back-lighted switches
on the status control panel labeled GO or
HOLD. These switches are interlocked to
prevent simultaneous activation. Upon de-
pressing a switch, it will become back-
lighted (green for GO and red for HOLD) and
remain back-lighted until the other switch is
depressed or by depressing the same switch
a second time.

3-194. POWER CONTROL SWITCH AND
INDICATORS.

3-195. The POWER ON switch ls analternate-
action pushbutton switch that turns console
power on or off. The switch is lighted when
power is on. The switch has a hinged pro-
tective cover that must be raised to operate
the switch. This prevents accidental appli-
cation or removal" of console power. The
operator is to use this switch only under
emergency power off condition.

3-196. A three-segment logic power indica-
tor provides an indication of the operational
status of the console logic power supply. The
LOGIC POWER LOSS segment is illuminated
when a logic power failure has occurred in a
high-boy console. The PRIM POWER seg-
ment is illuminated under nor:mal operating
conditions and indicates power is being sup-
plied from the local power supply. The
BACK-UP POWER segment is illuminated
when a local power failure has occurred and
power is supplied by an adjacent console. In
the event of both PRIM power and BACK-UP
power failures neither segment of the indica-
tor will iiluminate.

3-198. TEMPERATURE ALARM.

3-199. The temperature alarm consists of
a HI TEMP indicator, and a TEMP OVER-
RIDE switch. The HI TEMP indicator
flashes if the cooling air temperature in any
console exceeds a predetermined value.
When an overtemperature condition exists,
the console will automatically shut down the
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subsystem console after a 30-second time
delay. The TEMP OVERRIDE switch is
provided to override the automatic shutdown
if a critical test is in progress. This TEMP
OVERRIDE switch is also protected by a
hinged cover to prevent accidental operation.

3.200. RF SYSTEMS PANEL.

3-201. The RF Systems Panel (see fig-
ure 3-241consists of nine lamp-type indica-
tor units and a LAMP TEST switch. The
indicator lamps may be tested collectively by
depressing the LAMP TEST switch or indi-
vidually by depressing each lamp lens. The
following six signals may be displayed on the
RF Systems Panel:

a. C-Band.
b. S-Band.
c. VHF FM.
d. VHF AM.
e. VHF RECY.
f. VHF XCVR.

3-202. These signals are comprised of
eight-bit data words. The three most sig-
nificant bits of each data word is supplled to
a converter NOR gate while all eight bits are
supplied to a D/ A converter. If any or all of
the three most significant bits applied to the
converter NOR gate are at a rtl r? logic level,
the output of the NOR gate (after passing
through additional circuitry) will light the
indicator on the RF Systems panel which was
patched to this data word. When the indica-
tor iights, this signifies that the analog
parameter being displayed on the panel is
greater than 12.5 percent of the maximum
analog voltage output of the D/A converter.

3-203. The PRBSS-TO-TEST switch, when
depressed, checks all the lamps to insure
that they are operating properly.

3-204. WALL CLOCK DISPLAY UNITS.

3-205. Three wall clocks (see figure B-ZS)
are located in the Control Room (Units 29,
30, and 31) and two are located in the Com-
puter Room (Units 134 and 135). Each Wall
Clock Display consists of two sets of in-Iine
decimal display indicators - one set for real-
time display (actual or range time) and one
set for countdown-time display.

3-27

3-197. An ELAPSED TIME meter provides
a cumulative total of time, in hours and
tenths, that power has been applied to the
console.
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Figure 3-24. RF Systems Panel
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Figure 3-25. Wall Clock Display Unit
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3-206. The real-time portion of the Wall
Clock Display shows the current time of year
or range time - never playback real time.
This display contains nine decimal in-line
indicators; three to indicate days, two to
indicate hours, two to indicate minutes, and

two to indicate seconds. Each indicator is
made up of seven separate back-lighted seg-
ments that are turned on in various combina-
tions to form the desired decimal characters.

3-207. The countdown time portion of the
WalI Clock Dispiay shows current countdown
time, never playback countdown time. The
countdown waII clock contains eight in-line
decimal indicators; one to indicate r'*, rr

t'-, t'or H (HOLD); three to indicate hours,
two to indicate minutes, and two to indicate
seconds. Each decimal indicator contains
seven back-Iighted segments that are turned
on in various combinations to form the de-
sired decimal characters.

3-208. The Wali Clock Display contains an
ON/OFF switchwhich, when set inthe ONposi-
tion, applies 11S-vac power to the WaIl Clock
Display power supply which supplies +22 volts
to the REAL TIME and COUNTDOWN TIME
readout indicators and to the sign indicator.

3-2 09. PIPA DISPLAY

3-210. The Pulse trtegrating Pendulum Ac-
celerometer (PIPA) Display, located in the
Guidance and Navigation Console, provides a

phase display of the operation of the PIPA
operation in the spacecraft guidance and navi-
gation system. The display is composed of
an oscilloscope and a phase shifter panel.

3.2L7. PIPA OSCILLOSCOPE.

3-2L2. The PIPA oscilloscope (see fig-
ure 3-26) is a conventional X-Y scope pro-
viding controls for vertical and horizontal
sweep andbeam trace.

3-213. HORIZONTAL DISPLAY/VERNIER
CONTROL. The HORIZONTAL DISPLAY
switch provides 15 sweep speed selections
and three external input sensitivity positions.
The HORIZONTAL VERNIER control adjusts
horizontal sensitivity between ranges.
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3-2L4. VERTICAL SENSITIVITY/VERNIER
CONTROL. The VERTICAL SENSITIVITY
switch provides four positions of vertical
sensitivity. The VERTICAL VERNIER con-
trol adjusts sensitivity between ranges.

3-215. TRIGGER SOURCE/LEVEL
CONTROL. The TRIGGER SOURCE switch
provides the selection of four sources of
sweep synchronization. The TRIGGER
LEVEL control determines the level of
trigger point on the trigger waveform.

3-2L6. POSITION CONTROLS. The HORI-
ZONTAL and VBRTICAL POSITION controls
position. the trace on the face of the
oscilloscope.

3-218. AC-DC SWITCHES. These switches
provide either a direct-coupled or compositor
input to the associated (horizontal or verti-
cal) channel.

3-219. FOCUS CONTROL. This control
adjusts the focus of the CRT electron beam

3-220. INTENSITY AND POWER CONTROL.
This controi adjusts the intensity of the CRT
electron beam. A switch at the fulI CCW
position controls the application of primary
power to the unit.

3-22L. BEAM FINDER SWITCH. The BEAM
FINDER pushbutton switch returns the beam
to the CRT face regardless of the horizontal
and vertical control settings.

3-222. PHASE SHIFTER PANEL.

3-223. The Phase Shifter Panel (see fig-
ure 3-27) adjusts the phase of the incoming
PIPA reference signal. Controls are pro-
vided for source selection and phase shift.

3-29

3-2L7. SWEEP MAGNIFIER SWITCH. In
the X1 position of the SWEEP MAGNIFIER
switch, sweep speed is selected by the
HORIZONTAL DISPLAY switch. In the X5
position sweep speed is five times faster.
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Figure 3-26. PIPA Oscilloscope

Figure 3-27. Phase Shifter Panel

4 6" pHASE

SHIFT SWITCH

3-224. SOURCE SELECTOR SWITCH. The
Source Selector switch allows the selection
of either decommutator at airborne or inter-
leaved data rates as the reference source.

3-225. VARIABLE PHASE SHIFT CONTROL.
The Variable Phase Shift control allows shift-
ing of the incoming signal over a continuous

range of 0 to 360 degrees. Main dial gradu-
ations are 1 degree apart, and a vernier
allows settings to 6 minutes of a degree.

3-226. 45'PHASE SHIFT SWITCH. The
45 " PHASE SHIFT switch adds an additional
45 degree shift to that provided by the
variable control, when the switch is in the
IN position.
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3-227. INTRODUCTION.

3-228. The following paragraphs briefly
describe the use and operation of the various
control and display devices available to the
ACE-S/C peripheral console operators.

3-229. UNITS COMMON TO ALL
CONSOLES.

3-230. The descriptions of the following
units are grouped since they are used on
more than one console and are not unique to
any of the functional equipment areas.

3-231. ALPHANUMERIC CRT DISPLAY.

3-232. The function and operation of these
units are identical to CRT display units in
the ACE-S/C ground stations.

3-233. CCTV DISPLAY.

3-234. The GFE CCTV monitors can display
simultaneously any two of nine areas covered
by closed-circuit TV cameras. The two
areas to be viewed are selected by requesting
their display from the video patch operator
in the MSO Building, using the intercommuni-
cation system.

3-235. Controls are provided in the monitor
front panel for horizontal and vertical ho1d,
focus, vertical height and linearity, con-
trast, brightness, and power.

3-236. TEST CONDUCTOR CONSOLE
OPERATION.

3-237. The following paragraphs describe
the function and operation of the Test Con-
ductor Status Display Panel, the only unit
unique to the Test Conductor Console.
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3-238. TEST CONDUCTOR STATUS
DISPLAY PANEL.

3-239. The Test Conductor Status Display
Panel (figure 3-28) provides a summary
status indication of checkout progress for
the Apollo Command and Service Module
(CSM) and the Lunar Excursion Module
(LEM), an indication of overall mission
progress (MILESTONES), and controls and
indicators that are part of the range firing
link (ARM ENABLE).

3-240. The controls are key-operated
switches that are actuated when the space-
cra-ft is in a "go" condition.

3-247. CSM AND LEM INDICATORS. Both
the CSM and LEM displays contain essentially
the same type of indications. Event indica-
tors are provided to indicate the occurrence
of specified events in the POWER, RF, and
ARMING systems.

3-242. The MAJOR SYSTEM split-legend
indicators display the GO/HOLD status of
the consoles for each major CSM and LEM
system.

3-243. MILESTONES INDICATORS. The
MILESTONES indicators provide a display
of selected PRELAUNCH and MISSION mile-
stones, received from launch complex
Ground Support Equipment.

3-244. ARM ENABLE CONTROLS AND
INDICATORS. The CSM and LEM ARM
ENABLE controls and indicators provide

SECTION II

ACE-S/C MILA PERIPHERAL EQUIPMENT OPERATION
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the spacecraft portion of the range arming
and firing links. The OK TO ENABLE
ARMING indicators signal that the spacecraft
may be armed by turning the ARM ENABLE
key switches. The ARM ENABLED indicator
lights when the spacecraft has been armed.

3-245. The S/C READY switch indicator is
depressed, when the spacecraft is ready, to
provide an indication of this status to the
Launch Vehicle Test Conductor. The indica-
tor portion of the switch lights to indicate

INOICATCRS INDICATORS INDICATORS INOICATORS INDICATORS

Figure 3-28. Test Conductor Status Display Panel (MILA Peripheral)

that the switch has been activated. This is
an alternate action switch, therefore, a
second actuation of the switch will turn off
the spacecraft ready indication.

3-246. The REQUEST TO SAFE indicator
lights when it is necessary to safe the space-
craft pyrotechnics. The safe condition is
initiated by raising the cover over the SAFED
switch indicator, and depressing the switch.
The SAFED indicator lights when this has
been accomplished.
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3-247 AEROMEDICAL RE PR ESENTATIVE
CONSOLE OPERATION.

3-248. In addition to common units pre-
viously described, the Aeromedical Repre-
sentative Console contains a Cardiometer,
Cardioscope, Aeromedical Recorder, and an
Aeromedical Display Panel.

3-249. CARDIOMETER OPERATION.

3-250. Refer to paragraph 3-139

3_25I. CARDIOSCOPE OPERATION

Chapter 3 Section II

and indicators used for operation are de-
scribed in the following paragraphs. These
controls are divided into two categories:
common controls, and channel controls.

3-255. COMMON CONTROLS.

3-256. The common controls are those that
affect both recording channels. These con-
trols include the speed, test and MARK
EVENT switches, and the paper supply
indicator /chart adjust control.

3-257. CHART SPEED MM/SEC SWITCH.
This is a seven-pushbutton switch com-
prising a STOP pushbutton and six additional
pushbuttons for selecting various chart travel
speeds. When the STOP pushbutton is de-
pressed the chart drive motor stops and
power is removed from the pens. The speed
pushbuttons are marked 5, 10, 25, 50, 100,
and 200. When one of these six pushbuttons
is depressed, power is applied to the chart
drive motor to drive the chart at the indi-
cated speed.

3-252.

3-253.

Refer to paragraph 3-121

AEROMEDICAL TWO- CHANNE L
RECORDER.

3-254. The TWo-Channel Cardiograph Re-
corder (figure 3-29) provides a record of
selected heart pulse waveshapes on heat-
sensitive paper. The functions of controls
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Figure 3-29. Two-Channe1 Cardiograph Recorder
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3-258. SPEED + 100 SWITCH. When this
toggle switch is in the up position chart
speeds are one one-hundredth of the panel
indications. The speeds then available are
0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 1.0, and?.0 mm/sec.
When the switch is in the down position chart
speeds are as indicated on the panel.

3-259. MARK EVENT PUSHBUTTON
SWITCH. When the MARK EVENT pushbut-
ton is depressed, an event marker is placed
on the time marker trace, in addition to the
time markers.

3-260. PAPER SUPPLYINDICATOR/CHART
ADJUST CONTROL. The Paper Supply
Indicator/ Chart Adjust control provides a

visible indication of the amount of paper re-
maining on the supply ro11, and permits re-
moval of slack from the ro1l.

3-26L. CHANNEL CONTROLS.

3-262. The channel controls affect only the
channel with which they are associated.
These controls affect the gain and intensity
of the analog traces.

3-263. STYLUS HEAT CONTROLS. The
STYLUS HEAT controls provide individual
manual adjustment of the writing intensity of
each analog channel.

3-264. SENSITIVITY CONTROL. This is a

ten-position selector switch that permits
selection of input sensitivity over a range of
1,00 microvolts to 100 millivolts per chart line.

3-265. SENSITIVITY x1 CONTROL. The
SENSITIVITY Xl control allows continuous
variations over a 2.5 to 1 range between
positions of the SENSITIVITY control.

3-266. X100/X1 SWITCH. When this switch
is in the X1 position input sensitivity is as
indicated on the SENSITIVITY control. When

the switch is in the X100 position, the SENSI-
TIVITY control readings are multipliedby 100.

3-267. PEN POSITION CONTROL. This
control adjusts the zero or resting position
of the stylus.
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3.268. AEROMEDICAL DISPLAY PANEL.

3-269. The Aeromedieal Display Panel
(figure 3-30) provides summary status indi-
cation of the CSM aeromedical, instrumen-
tation, and FCS systems, and indications of
overall mission progress. Each indicator
lamp is equipped witha built-in press-to-
test switch.

3-270. MILESTONES INDICATORS. The
MILE STONES indicators display selected
events received from the launch complex
GFE equipment. Sixteen indicators are pro-
vided for PRELAUNCH MILESTONES, and
L6 for MISSION MILESTONES.

3-271. CSM INDICATORS. Eight event in-
dicators are provided to display the status
of the CSM RF systems and eight to display
CSM POWER status.

3-272. ECS EMERGENCYO
(To be supplied. )

2 INDICATOR.

3-273. GOIHOLD STATUS INDICATORS.
The split-legend GO/HOLD status indicators
display the status received from the ACE-S/C
consoles for the ECS, Instrumentation, and
Aeromedical systems.

3-274. CONSOLE CONTROLS AND INDI-
CATORS. The LAMP TEST pushbutton
switch simultaneously lights aII lamps on
the panel for test purposes. The CONSOLE
POWER indicator lights when power is ap-
plied to the console. The console TEMP
ALARM lights when an overheat condition is
present in the console.

3-275. ASSISTANT T
CONSOLE OP TION.

3-276. The Assistant Test Conductor shares
the Test Conductor Console Status and Event
Display Paael which, in addition to the com-
mon units previously described, contains
units to display and control countdown time
and an equipment power control.
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Figure 3-30. Aeromedical Display Panel

3_277. COUNTDOWN TIME DISPLAY
PANEL.

3-278. The Range Countdown Time Display
Panel consists of eight in-line decimal dis-
play indicators: one to indicate rt+, r? rr-, rr

or H (HOLD); one to indicate days; two to
indicate hours; two to indicate minutes, and
two to indicate seconds. This panel indicates
range countdown time from the GSE count-
down time code generator.

3-279. COUNTDOWN TIME CONTROL
PANEL OPERATION.

3-280. The Countdown Time Control Panel
is used to control operation of the GSE timing
equipment. The control panel contains eight
thumbwheel START TIME set switches, a
PRESET pushbutton switch to enter the start
time, a COUNT HOLD pushbutton switch,
and a COUNT RESUME pushbutton switch.

3-281. INDEPENDENT CLOCK
OPERATION.

3-282. The independent clock (figure 3-31)
provides a reference source of countdown
time in the event that the main timing equip-
ment is inoperative. This is a self-contained
unit, and the only display provided is on the
unit itself.

3-283. The independent clock control panel
contains a time display, power and clock
control switches. The operati.on of these
controls and indicators is described in the
following paragraphs.

3-284. COUNTDOWN TIME DISPLAY. The
countdown time display consists of seven
decimal, in-Iine indicators displaying count-
down time in days, hours, rninutes, and

seconds.
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3-285" An additional indicator, at the left-
hand end of the display, provides an indica-
tiOn Of l,*, It rr-, ItOr ItH. It The lr+l?indiCateS

a eount in the forward direction (away from
zero), the tr-rrindicates a count in the re-
verse direction (toward zeto), and the rnHr

indieates a hold condition.

3-286. POWER SWITCH. This switch con-
troLs the application of a-c power to the in-
dependent clock.

3-287. PRESET THUMBWHEEL SWITCHES.
The eight thumbwheel switches provide the
means of setting the independent clock to the
start time from which the cloek is to count.
The switch on the left controls the direetion
of the count. A r'+rr causes the clock to count
up from the preset time. A rr-rr causes the
clock to count down from the preset time.
The remaining seven switches select the
start time in days, hours, minutes, and
seconds.

3-288. ENTER SWITCH. The ENTER
switch, when depressed, sets the clock
counters and eontrol circuits to the condi-
tion specified by the thumbwheel switches.

3.289. HOLD AND COUNT SWITCHES.
Momentarily depressing the HOLD switch
causes the clock to stop counting, and retain
the time accumulated up to the time the
switch was depressed. At this time, the rtHI

(HOLD) indicator on the tirne display lights
in place of the rr+rr or rr-rr sign. The count
may then be continued by momentarily de-
pressing the COUNT switch.

3.290. POWER STATUS AND CONTROL
PANEL OPERATION.

3-297. The Assistant Test Conductor Power
Status and Control Panel (figure 3-32) pro-
vides controls for the application of power to
various blockhouse units, and displays over-
temperature warnings for selected equipment.
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3-292. POWER CONTROLS.

3-293. The power controls are alternate-
action switch-indicators that light to indicate
the application of power to theunitswithwhich
they are associated.

3-294. CONSOLE POWER SWITCH. The
CONSOLE POWER switch controls the appli-
eation of power to the Test Conductor Console
and the Assistant Test Conductor Console.

3-295. LAMP TEST SWITCH. The LAMP
TEST switch simultaneously lights all lamps
on the panel for confidence check purposes.

3-296. PDU POWER SWITCH. The PDU
POWER switch controls the application of
primary power to the power distribution unit.

3-297. SRE POWER SWITCH. The SRE
POWER switbh controls the application of
power to the Signal Receiving Equipment.

3-298. EXTERNAL GSE CONTROLS. The
EXTERNAL GSE switches control equipment
located in the AGCS room at the launch pad.
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3.299. TEMPERATURE ALARM INDI-
CATORS. The temperature alarm indica-
tors light when cabinet temperature, in the
unit with which they are associated, exceeds
normal limits.

3.300. ASTRONAUT COMMUNICATOR
CONSOTE OPERATION.

3-301. The Astronaut Communicator Con-
sole contains indicators to enable the astro-
naut communicator to monitor astronaut-
associated functions, and controls to super-
vise all communications with the flight crew
during final countdown. In addition to the
common units previously described, the
Astronaut Communicator Console contains a

GFE Astronaut Communication Pane1 and an
Astronaut Communieator Display Panel.

3.302. ASTRONAUT COMMUNICATOR
DISPLAY PANEL"

3-303. The Astronaut Communicator (Astro-
com) Display Panel (figure 3-33) provides a

display of selected milestones, RF event in-
dications, and major system status indications.
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Figure 3-32. Power Status and Control Panel
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In addition, controls and indicators asso-
ciated with console power are located on
this panel.

3-304. MILESTONES DISPLAY.

3-305. Sixteen indicators are provided to
display selected PRELAUNCH events (MILE-
STONES), and 16 for overall MISSION MILE-
STONES. The signals to operate these indi-
cators are received from the launch area
GSE equipment.

3-306. RF INDICATORS.

3-307. The CSM RF and LEM RF event indi-
cators display signals, received from the
ACE-S/C stations, concerning the status of
the various spaeecraft communications
systems.

3-308. MA.IOR SYSTEMS INDICATORS.

3-309. The MAJOR SYSTEMS split-legend
indicators display the summary GO,/HOLO
status of the CSM AEROMEDICAL and
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COMMunications, and LEM COMMunications
systems. These signals are received from
the status controls on the ACE-S/C systems
consoles.

3-310. I.AMP TEST SWITCH.

3-311. The LAMP TEST pushbutton switch
simultaneously lights all indicators on the
panel for confidence check purposes.

3-3L2. TEMPERATURE ALARM
INDICATOR.

3-313. The TEMPerature ALARM indicator
lights if the cabinet temperature rises be-
yond a predetermined limit.

3-314. CONSOLE POWER SWITCH.

3-315. The CONSOLE POWER alternate-
action pushbutton switeh controls application
and removal of power from the Astrocom-
munication Conso1e. The switch contains an
indicator lamp that lights when power is
applied to the console.
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Figure 3-33. Astronaut Communicator Display Panel
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